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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1913.

VOL. 49
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WITH WILD SCRAMBLE

MEASURE IN

HOUSE WADES INTO THE

PROGRESSIVES

SALARIES

IN NEW MEXICO
STILL IN FIGHT
A
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FOR MEETING OF THE
STATE PROGRESSIVE COM- - V
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MITTEE.
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A State Progressive Headquarters.
A ; Santa Fe, X. MPeb. 10, 1913. V

COUNTY SALARIES BILL
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future
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V
discussing plans
MOUNTED POLICE
COMPANIONS.
betterment of the orgauiaztion in
BEST IN VIEW OF PRESENT CONDITIONS.
OF IMPORTANCE WILL BE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN
S this state and for such other bust- ness as may come before the
After working all day on amendCommitteemen from
committee.
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all
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the
speakof
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PROBATE JUDGES APPEAR TO BE
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re- in
their
the
party
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to pass because it carried the emerA spective counties to attend the
NIGHT AFTER A STORMY DAY
OBJECTS OF PITY FOR EVERY ONE gency clause and did not have a
!v said meeting, and take part with
London, Feb. 10. News reached
vote. The house then adjourn
worllI today that Captain Rob- A the committee in advising and
ed until tomorrow.
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10. The l edro Las Curain, minister of foreign
eval 8ood ,f lhe S'a.to
Mexico City, Mex., Feb.
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party
is
This
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of
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the
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the
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scramble, the house this morning, in counties of the first class
As this will be the first meet- last night and read: "Military
while on their return journey from and 7 o'clock this morning saw no
committee of the whole started con- ary proposed for probate judge, that question that is being asked, as theof the committee since the
the south pole.
ing
senrumption o the fighting that yester-- ! uprising. Government has situation
in
the
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sideration of the county salaries bill. curried the amendment against the result of the introduction
election, every comity should be
They reached their goal on Janu- day resulted in the supposed flight of under control."
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the only changes worthy of note were $500 as proposed In the bill. The finance committees. in common with A dilation by the standpat element Vthe bases they formed on their out-o- f mains much as it. was last night, when fiom the American side yesterday.
absolutely nothing
in the pay of county commissioners amendment carried.
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A proposed
amendment
by Mr. them and from
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however,
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raise the pay of only logical way on settle the like
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His decision to Mexico, the secretary of state be, and
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BIG FIGHT him for the final da.ih to ihe
county commissioners to do when it
arrived notify the existing government of
by him. General Blanquet
Tully. While, as Judge Toombs said:
p3.
He moved the same amendment to conies to disbursing
county funds.
These are supposed i be Dr. K. A last night with a small portion of his Mexico that it will be held strictly
"They shot parlimentary procedure ...the
county ticket in that class, but The county commissioners are given
forces,
loyal to Madero, and immediately answerable to this
.jit him pretty hot," still he managed
Washington, Feb. 10. Strengthened Wilson, chief of the scientific start, but he supposedly
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refused
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when
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fight
sharp
The city apparently was not conof clerk hire, the additional
Washington. D. C, Feb. 10. Presinavy.
vides that the present classification Sanchez moved to reconsider that ploying
began its final consideration.
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Amundsen be able to return with enough troops today to take up the Mexican Bitua-toiA spirited debate took place other details of county work, now a bill and
gives state officials control exact point where Roald
public officials, was eliminated on mo- order.
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portion
Mr.
and
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Catron
which
uas at to wrest from Diaz the power which
uik
piaiueu
tion of Mr. Chaves who asserted that
liquor shipments as soon as the
comWhile it was again stated today
the South pole. They found there the he secured yesterday.
clased on points of order. Speak- In fact, the new measure is a
come
state
within
the
borders.
the constitution covered that provisThere is considerable speculation as that only the most dire conditions
er Baca said the final word by exhort- plete departure from the other measWhen Senator Ashurst asked 'Unit l.ut constructed and left behind by to
ion.
what action congress might take. would cause intervention In Mexico
ure and is interesting right at this two
the citizens Amundsen s party.
Mr. Burg then moved his amend- ing fair play and a square deal for all
to show just how widely split of hispetitions signed by
in the It is regarded probable that it would during the remaining three weeks of
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These
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the
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the
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ment to comities of the first class, but
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demand the resignation of the Madero president Taft's administration, the
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administration.
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islation
legislative
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recovered.
any
when
general staff of the army has had the
explorers
they
amendments were defeated, amidst motion of Mr. Catron and the change program. The bill was read by title record, Senator Gallinger objected,
The United States embassy was Mexican mobilization plans ready and
EXPEDITION.
THE
the
withdrew
but
later
objection.
riiirth on the part of the "low salary" in amounts finally made.
guarded during the night by a force the navy was in readiness for any con-o- i
in the senate and referred to the comMr. Padilla tried to have the salary
men.
London, Feb. 10. The Terra Nova
twenty Americans selected by Gen-- tingency.
mittee on finance at the request ol
ZealNew
for
oC
sailed on June 10, 1910,
Mr. Rogers then made a striking ap
county clerks in counties of tha Mr. Page.
eral C. P. Argimonte, formerly of the
The question to concern the cabinet.
DAY
THE
CONGRESS.
(N
. Instead of
I
and and the south pole. It was joined U. S. army and commanded by R.
n VUhCIO nil
peal for more pay for probate judges third class fixed at i.,,000
'
DILL.
UBL U
M.meetlng
today was the precarious
f
by Captain Robert F. Scott, a few days
in counties of the first class. In this $2500, but was defeated on motion of:
a steamship traffic agent.
BACK TO COMMITTEE,
nation of Americans In the City of
SENATE.
Cardiff.
at
allow-.Mlater
Mr.
were
Chaves.
experienced!
Vargas
in the
class, the probate judges
Reports regarding the advance of; Mexico, if Diaz or President Madero
Th(,re waa another "back-upDebate on Kenyon bill to prohibit
The expedition consisted of twenty-eigh- t the Zapatist rebels from the south could
for
ed, under this bill, $600. Mr. Rogers an' economical streak at that point and ie,isiative senate
this afternoon,
not guarantee protection
addition
in
into
of
states
and
scientists
officers
liquor
"dry"
continued during the night.
asserted that the people of Chaves iioved to reduce the pay vt assessors when Floor Leader Holt requested shipment
It was their lives or property,
men
twenty-threof
to a crew
picked
county wanted a salary of $1500 be- in counties of the fourth class from that senate bill No. 24 the public was begun.
reported that Genevivo de la O will
if the United States were to inter- Campaign funds investigating com- fiom the British Royal navy.
r.irive in the capital during the day vene, the first step would be taken by
cause in that county, the office was a $2000 a year to $1000 a'year. He met moneys bill, be
to the
Reports were current at the time to join Diaz. There was also the more viie navy. It would fall to Rear Adnost important one. He met with with defeat. Other efforts to change committee on finance "at the request mittee resumed its Inquiry, endeavor
alarming report that the troops in miral Badger, commander In chief of
nuch opposition, however, and when the assessor's salary in this class of its author." Its author is John S. ing to trace Arclibold Standard Oil the Terra Nova sailed forto the Antartic
on December 14, 1912,
bring back. Monterey had revolted headed by Gen- the Atlantic fleet, to dispatch some
be tried to amend the bill for that failed, indicating that the house ma- Clark, state senator from San Miguel letters.
some
the
of
that
Scott
the
party,
HOUSE.
eral Trevino. As the telegraph line of the big battleshhips to Vera Cruz
sum, his amendment was overwhelm- jority was back of the bill as drawn. county. Mr. Clark, according to Mr.
had Is in control of the
as It Holt .desired the measure
Considered miscellaneous and Dis- members of the relief expedition
Mr. Chaves then declared,
government, there to land a force of marines and blueingly defeated.
to
whether is no way of
' '
expressed grave doubts as
confirming this report. jackets.
Mr. Carter then moved to amend the seemed to be the intention of the
"for further consideration" be- trict of Columbia legislation.
Captain Scott und his fellow explorof General Bernardo
The
killing
brigMeanwhile
the
"expeditionary
salary of county surveyor in counties members to Incerase the pay cf all cause there were a number of amendPassed bill forbidding intermarriage ers would ever return. No reason was
Leyes, fonn?r minister of war, in yes- ade" of the army, which has been held
oi the first class to read $1200 a year piobate judges and county commis- ments which were suggested and it bf whites with negroes, Chinese, Jap
given for these doubts, but they J'ere, terday's fighting had a tragic sequence under leash for many months,
will
and actual expenses when In the field, sioners that he would move to amend might be advisable to rewrite the
Columof
In
District
or
abroad.
Malays
'
freely bruited
in the suicide of his son, Rodolfo. The or held under orders to entrain and
asserting that under the constitution, the fourth class section and pay coun- bill.
bia.
; it was
London, Feb. 10. The date of Capshot himself through embark.
This is the highly interesting docu$400 ' instead of
necessary to fix a stipulated ty commissioners
Hook up agricultural appropriation tain Scott's attainment of the South younger Reyes
'
'
the head because of grief over his
salary for this official. His amend- $?00, The amendment was adopted. ment which the New Mexican ex- bill.
QUIET ON BORDER.
Pole, January 18, 1912, shows that he father's death.
Mr. Sanchez said that If the coun posed at the time it came up for conment was defeated. The bill provides
D. C, Feb. 10. AssurWashington,
reached the goal of his expedition at
HOLDS CRUISER.
that the county surveyor shall have ty commissioners received $400 then sideration in committee of the whole
ances from Consul Edwards, at JuarTHREE MORE DYNAMITERS
almost exactly one month after Cap: $10 a
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Sec-- ! ez, that conditions are quiet in that
day when actually engaged in the probate judge in the same coun- senate and which even the Republican
BAIL.
TO
ADMITTED
Roald
some
the
tain
on
not
when
Amundsen,
Norwegian retary Knox at the end of today's! cection of the border country in which
unite
county work.
ties, ought to get the same pay and majority did
rei
Amundsen's
Captain
Mr. Rogers again
special cabinet meeting, said it has federal forces are still loyal to Ma;
Chicago, Feb. 10. Bail for three explorer.
the moved an amendment to that effect t f its provisions came to light. It is
of
Haaken
read:
Mr.
to
men
found
been decided to bold the cruiser Den- riero. are taken to indicate that there
measure
more
same
that
of
the
labor
Norway
the
King
Crampton
port
guilty
of
for
the
from
pay
question
probate judges. vhich raised
probate judge
Dec. 1911. er at Acapulco, Mexico, instead of will be no immediate increase of the
"Pole attained 14th-17tamended in order, as he said, to elim- at Indianapolis of conspiracy to transHe moved to pay the probate judge $300 to $400 a year.
inate politics from banking iu New port explosives illegally was approved All well."
sending her to Salvador as has been American patrol force along the Texas
$1000 a year and said that it was a
Mr. Cordova moved to amend the
The report of Captain Scott was planned. Other naval movements were and Mexican frontier.
poor policy to offer any competent assessor's clause in fifth class coun- Mexico and to eliminate banking from today by Judge Francis K. Baker, preThe Mexican situation was the subr.ian any less salary. That amend- ties to raise the pay from $1000 to politics. Enough Republicans and Pro- siding in the United States circuit destined not to be received by the c'.iscussed, the secretary said, but none
of animated discussion
ment was tabled on motion of Mr. $1300 a year but his amendment was gressives voted with the Democrats court of appeals. The men affected waiting world until after his death, decided upon.
among
ject
AMERICAN INJURED,
senators today, particularly those from
Chaves, chairman of the finance com- voted down. Mr. de Baca then moved to amend the bill, and it is sam tnat were James F. Ray of Peoria, 111., No details had come to hand this
bond $10,000; Edwin Smythe, of Peo- - morning as to how the record's of
Senator Catron, of
AVashington, Feb. 10. One, Ameri- - border states.
mittee, who, it was plain, was in to change the pay of treasurer in It could not pass the senate within the
(
it. ria m bond $30 ,000
and .1. H. Barry
can is known to have been injured in New Mexico, in an interview said:
charge of the bill" and supported by a counties of the fifth class from $1250 tbjectionabie features embodied
AB0L1SH MOUNTED
(Continued from page five.)
"There is only one thing to do.
0f St. Louis, bond $40,000.
jesterday's clash. American Ambas-majority of the members.
a year to $1500 a year. Mr. Chaves
sador Henry Lane Wilson at the first That is for the government to go into
"
Mr. Nichols moved to change the asserted that the committee of which
Anothei' highly interesting measure!
sign of trouble took prompt action to Mexico and handle the situation there
pay of county school superintendents he was chairman had asked the fifth
safeguard the lives of Americans and; as it did in Cuba."
from $1800 in counties of the first class county members to furnish their
A resolution calling for the
other foreigners. As dean of the dipciass to $2400 asserting that it Was (own figures and he charged that he
Section 9 of the Acts of the
for- - guarding of American
interests in
called
all
he
the
corps,
l'ot possible to get competent men for had received the list just as it had 36th
This Is
Assembly.
into a confer-- Mexico was introduced in the senate
Legislative
eign
representatives
less money. The amendment was! be en inserted in the bill. Mr. de the bill designed to abolish the state
ence at the American embassy and by Senator Martine, of New Jersey.
tabled.
"
Baca and Mr. Chaves both protested Mounted police, a matter of legislation
It was Identical with that intro- demanded from the Mndfro govern-Mr. 'Rogers again raised the pro- that they had written $1500 for the ever since the little body of frontiers- j.
assurance that adequate duced in the house by Representative
specific
Scutari
10.
hill
Joli
dominates
Bardan
Feb.
Montenegro,
Podgoritza,
bate judge question and amended to theriff in those counties instead of men were first organized. The bill
the eastern side and the Monte-- protection be extended to all foreign- Hammill.
iiiake the salary $750. Mr. Blanchard $1600 and that they had advocated provides that the police shall be ab- The Montenegrin army carried great from
in the capital. Subsequently, the
ers
COLORADO AROUSED.
the
on
neerins
guns
siege
mounting
a point of order and was Bus- $:300 for the county school superin- dished and the arms turned over to Bardan Joli hill by assault at 10:30 hemhta tn hnmhnrit the nrincinal embassador made the same demand, Denver, Colo., Feb. 10. A resolunana
to
a
after
o'clock
this
ts ined. Mr. Mullens then offered an tendents.
morning
the adjutant general of the state t(
i( n Felix .Diaz.
tion calling upon the United States
hand fight. The cost to the victors points of the city.
amendment fixing the salary at S800
At Mr. Wilson" direction, Montgom- - government for immediate armed inthe house gave the assessor was referred to the committee on ! was
Finhtinir has cone on since early
Finally
men.
The
hundred
twenty-fivand it was allowed to stand at that $1200 a year, the sheriff $1600 a year state affairs.
secretary of the em tervention in Mexico, was introduced
'
Thej(l'' Schuyler,
Turks left four thousand on the field. morning all around the city.
made a tour of the city by au iii the Colorado house of representa- figure, after Mr. Chaves had moved pr.d the school superintendent $1200
bassy,
the
are
defenders
Turkish
contesting
Bardan Joli hill overlooks the fort
to table It and had been beaten for a year and these figures were tenta- CIRCUS INDIAN
tomobile.
tives todav. The resolution calls at
ground with fierce determination.
the first and only time, by a vote of 22 tively placed in the bill.
GOES ON WARPATH. ress of Scutari.
Immediately after the conflict
to conditions in the City of
Feb. 10. The route
Sofia,
Bulgaria,
i
t 17. Mr. Burg spoke in favor of The committee then arose and reCettinje, Feb. 10 This heavy price of the Turkish army before Bulair on ween the Diaz and Madero forces, Mexico and in other parts of the e
defenders
r.iore pay for probate judges. He as- ported prqgress and the house took a
reported bodies ot the dead and nnhlin. and netitlons the government
Scranton, Pa., Feb. 10. Frank Yel- - ' Paid by the victors and the
Saturday is said here to have been
serted that the office was a most re- recess until this afternoon at 2:30
went on the warpath today. at Bardan Joli was made known In complete. The Turks are reported to eying uncared for on the broad ex- to intervene with arms to protect
panse of the plaza.
Sioux Indian and messages received totiay rrom me have suffered enormous losses.
American life and property, declarsponsible one and that "its duties o'clock.
He is a
Ei ruck into the homes and at the very
Ambassador Wilson's telegrams con- ing that diplomatic means have fail- That portion of the bill agreed upon left a circus here last fall. After front.
The field of battle was littered
flresides" of every member in the leg- ia committee of the whole, now stands filling up
attack on the with flags, field guns, machine guns firm earlier dispatches of the control ed under the rules, discussion was
on urewater, he was
A
Montenegrin
tf the Mexican capital by the Diaz deferred for one day.
islature.
as follows:
fcund this afternoon In a blacksmith heights of Tarabosch, which dominate and rifles left in flight by the
forces and the rapid sequence of
Mr. Blanchard opposed the amend- Be It Enacted by the
LINE IS OPENED,
Ottoman troops.
of shop bending over a grindstone sharp- Scutari on the west, has been going
Leglisature
of
ment and Marcos C. de Baca spoke in
EI Pas0i Texas, Feb. 10. No
the State of New Mexico:
The Turkish dead and wounded events which followed the release
a long knife and humming to on for three days. This onslaught is
ening
Diaz and General Reyes from ican refugees have arrived In El Paso
favor of it asserting that the probate - Section 1. The several counties in himself: "Mekill Harry."
believed to have been as sanguinary were lying thickly everywhere. Twenfederal prisons.
from Mexico but railroad communi- judge was a more important official the state are hereby classified as folWhen Detectives iavid Davis and as the engagement at Bardan Joli. ty officers were among the killed.
D. C, Feb. 10. The cation has been interrupted on the
Washington,
that the county commissioner and lows:
'
number
office
"The
war
,
The
Ben Gilbert snaked in behind hird and
says:
Podgoritza, Feb. 10. The Infantry
ambassy here announced National railways until today. Tho
actually put in more office hours. It
Those having in the year 1912 an hied to overpower him, he picked up on several occasions came into such of men killed among the Bulgarians Mexican
.
had received but one dispatch j ,
was
the statement by Mr.
probably
r. sledge hammer and attempted to close quarters that
fight- is not yet known, but it appears to that it
"
on page eight).
on the situation. . - That was from
ic. Baca drawing comparison between
(Continued
been
line.
have
insignificant.
the
(Continued on page eight).
,
was
cracK tneir skuhs.
ing
general along
(
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UPSET

Notice
Removal
a

THE CARLSBAD
PROJECT NOW
SHAPING UP

SI QMAGH

AND

0!

Cures
in
Stomachs
Sour, Gassy
five minutes.

Haye now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

j

Time it! In live minutes all stomach distress will go. No indigestion,
heartburn, sourness or belching of
gas, acid, or eructations of undigested
bloating, foul
food, no dizziness,
breath or headache.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
imcaot RtniftHCllS.
nAn(l In
...
oycou

.B.v...0

WINTER GROCERY CO.

The
N. Jr., Feb.
Carlsbad,
Carlsbad project is shaping up lor a
is
hiav KPimnn. The irovernmeni
;
overhauling the entire irrigation sys-tern from dams, reservoirs, canals to
the smallest lateral in the distributing
service to insure the best possible
service. Some Dr00 feet or canal in
concreted,
lower end has been
many new gates have been installed
in the laterals, the canal bottom has,
been brought to grade, and the cleanAt Mc-- j
ing up has been thorough.
Millan reservoir the east embankment
has been repaved to protect the bank
fiom the action of the waves in the

FEBRUARY

10,

1913.

Clears Skin of

Worst Eruptions

10.

'Tape's Diapepsin"

THE WINTER GROCERY CO.

MONDAY,

tain remedy in the whole world and
besides it is harmless.
Millions of men and women now eat
their favorite foods without fear
they know now it is needless to have
Wu ihviwviii
for your sake, get : a large
....Please,

1

to-

'

Remarkable Action of a Remedy That Drives Every
Speck of Poison From
Body.

j

Is a strange, mysterious power
blood medicine that finds
jts way through the circulation by what
la known as Divine selection.
The rem-eve- r
dy Is Swift's Sure Specific, or s. S. S.
6clcr.ee cannot explain lust why cer- , the bl00)J eed tne
toIn
others ro, irish the hair roots, and so on.
And it is this same mysterious action of
S. S. S. that attacks all diseased spots,
drives away all germs, heals all sores
and supplants the activity of disease
germs with the powerful healing action
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
of leucocytes.
Remarkable testimonials
have been written that prove beyond FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
question there is no blood disease but
what can be cured by s. S. S. And in GOODS.
Thero

In

,

The government expects to supply
water to the largest amount of land
farmed in the project Neariy
two thousand acres of new niroifa was

a rei.mrkable

planted in the tali, maKing we luim
of this crop about ten thousand acres.
knl
oof nut Land
";" is alieady being
been
...
has
Ti
.
case oi rap
iiity-cetne comlng Bea.
v f
from any drug store and put your i" t'"ue.u lul
and
s .are
tie
.n.
.e
Ne
Don't keep on being
stomach
. , right.
.
,
KfcUUlK riKUl lO num.
..,.
!.
iiiv.Ji.o
iuu
miserao.e iu
fo. tlie openlng 0f
m h, P gn
not here long, bo make your stay.1
about March 1st.
season
"
Irrigation
agreeable. Eat what you like and
company mercry. iodides, arsenic, copper and
Plantation
Carlsbad
The
re-WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
without dread of !
it; enjoy it,,,,,..,,
!gest
itiat owns two thousand acres with a otner minerals with no permanent effect,
,u'
i ,,,
most
recoveries
south
have
miles
the
a
few
astonishing
TIME
YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
,
vour home private water supply
in
tr
"
mc been made by S. S. S.
to
Oi
1, o.ilir
continues
uevnup
t
ta snuuiu
1J I,u
Uarlsbad,
hnt uouj,
There is not a blood taint of any na-- ' METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
anyway, it
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK F000.
They have a large force ot ture that can remain In a system fortl- should one of the family eat some-Pacaiso
on
the
en
work
canal,
at
fled
b thIs most wonjerfUi remedy, for
r
iney
with them
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages thing which doesn't agree
work planting four- - it la absolutely pure and contain only
WOOD -or iu case of an attack of Indigestion, have a force at
onions. those elements that the blood naturally
w.i ps tn white ananlsh
trp
deor
stomach
dyspepsia, gastritis
which the tissues gratePhone 14. If Ita Hardware We Have
Fe
It is the intention to have a variety assimilates, andIt
house in
The only exclusive
agrees with the most
fully iiccept.
rangement at daytime or during the of
alseason.
the
They
coming
crops
delicate stomach, even In those cases
night it is there to give the quickest,
alwhere the use of strong drugs has so
ready have some of the land in
surest relief known.
the
acreage. weakened the digestive system that medii Ifa and will increase
icine cannot be given. Get a $1.00 bottle
Phone Black
Phone Black
Eventually this will be one of the best of
S. S. 8. ut any drug store and thus be
state.
the
in
farms
CONCERNING
paying
nssun il of a complete cure of any erupH
is
Carlsbad
The
country
....
11 ,vuui
live I'luuu umeunc
SCENIC HIGHWAY with snow this morning
and the storm rujiar an(j you desire special advice write
Medical
of
Dept.,
to The Swift Specific Co.,
continues. The fall is the heaviest
At the meting of the Chamber of the Beason and will benefit the farm-- ; 12T Swift BlUg., Atlanta, Ga.
crs and stockmen greatly. The moist- Commerce on Thursday evening
Prince, as chairman of the com- ure will help to bring early grass for
mittee on that subject, made a full the stockmen and will bring the farm- - sugar, cabbage stalks and other ma-and encouraging report of the efforts
young alfalfa through the winter terial. The testimony given at the
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
being made in Washington and here ju nne condition
tearing by Secretary Wilson showed
rle was directed
W. D. Scott, who moved here from ttat corn products, rice, cabbage and
for its completion,
ODS, Electricity plays a most importo write to the Las Vegas Commercial Beaumont, Texas, three weeks ago, other things were used in the manu
club on the subject and the following went to work at once improving his facture of beer.
tant part. The grandfather would
letter has been despatched:
place. He has completed a new barn.
In the libel case filed care is taken
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- To The President of The Commercial Carpenters are at work remodeling i'l the particular beer seized not to alA well driller is lege that it is impure or deleterious
the residence,
ern home and why all this light? To
Club:
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
sinking a well. He also is planning to to health.
This beer, according to
Las Vegas, X. M.
make the home more homelike to make
set out fruit trees. His entire farm 'he I'bel, is labeled "An exclusive malt
Dear Sir:
in
to
alfalfa
was
seeded
120
acres
oi
and hop brew," and in addition, it is
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
The Chamber of Commerce oi tnis
1 PA
nfiine tan. lie owns pan ot me uus stated, "said labels also bear repre!. . V nnnninta1 Q ff
for
father, mother and children. Good light
and intends to build a large sentations of sheafs of barley and
i, u 1 ttlll UIIU11 mail iu ua "oil nronor-- .
V
Phone One Double O J.
concrete
for
warehouse
stems
and
storing
hay.
of
heads
hops."
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
of
the
efforts for the completion
S. Webster, who came here recentlScenic Highway between Las Vegas
desired.
from El Campo, Texas, is continuand this city. There seem to be three y the
..'
setting out of fruit trees. He FINE PROGRAM
to be approached ling
distinct authorities
lino
IS PREPARED
tliltiuuj' HAru up iii icomciiuc rtiiu
in this matter; firstly, the forestry bu- the farm
buildings. He will soon have
withto
the
portion
reau with regard
the old Bolles farm that has been negRELIABLE
The art, music and literature deii' the forest reserve, secondly tne Hcted
the last two years in fine proslate road commission and thirdly the
partment of the Santa Fe Woman's
ducing condition.
club will meet February 13 at 3 p. m.
legislature.
J. M. Copp bought a small farm near
in club rooms. The program will be
At our request Senator Catron saw
and
about thrte years ago
the chief Of the bureau who answered Loving,
interesting. It is as folwent to growing truck. This did not especially
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
lows :
Quite favorably with regard to future I( ok sensible to some
but
people,
Period of Development in Music.
work and recommended that we taVe Mr.
Copp stuck to it and has made a
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Mrs. J. Wight Glddings. Illus
up the subject immediately with their success of it. Last
Leader,
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
he
decided
year
Albuquerquie office.
to try his hand at making sorghum trators: Mesdames Doll, Sargent, F.
IENT as to touch the button and
The state engineer suggests tliht molasses and the results were satis- E. Andrews and Miss Abrahamson.
we should make application for Hie
You
Round Table Talk.
House
Development
a ready sale for
He
found
factory.
your stove is ready to cook your
f. forest
use of money derived from
the product and made some money. of Drama, Literature and Art: Mesof
as
well
iron ready to use, your toasted
the appropriation
HAVE
fund as
DONE AT COST.
He has proved that a man can make dames Safford, Blandy and Dunlavy.
Topic of the Times.
Aeroplane
part Of the $500,000 road fund. Speak- good even on little things in the Carlsready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuand Dirigible Compared. Leader:
er I3aca introduced ft bill appropriat- bad project.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Percolators , Grills,
Miss
on
the
Talks
on
use
Phone 223
immediate
Hayward.
subject by
ing $3000 for
Mesdames McDonald, Frost, Paul and
Irons, Etc.
road between here and the Pecos and
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatHoover.
the .house of representatives lias ALBUQUERQUE MAN
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
passed the bill after removing the Inifor you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
TO OPEN MODERN
tiation of $5000 and directing that the
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
day aad n'ghf Estimates and full inforSTORE ON PLAZA Your druggist will refund money if
amount necessary be taken from the
fund.
mation cheeerfully given.
road
general
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
Clarence W. McClintock, for several case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
We feel that you are interested in
this matter at least equally with years chief clerk for Simon Stern, the Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
ourselves and we do not forget that Central avenue clothier in Altmquer
the original appropriation was ob- que, and who rosigned recently to
and
To
El
Bisbee,
Paso,
Douglass
tained through the active efforts of enter business for himself, has selectIU
CAWTA
CDA
the very large delegation which LaB ed Santa Fe as the city in which he
all points in New Mexico, Arif
egas sent here to influence the legis-l- proposes to become a permauunt resMEXICO
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
ident. Mr. McClintock is expected to
ture.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
We therefore ask for your earnest arrive here within a day or two from
that are Chicago, where he has been for the
in the efforts
now being made and this should he as last two weeks, purchasing goods for
to a high class gentlemen's furn'sliiu?
speedy as possible, particularly as
SEASON
PHONE 85 MAIN.
the action of the legislature, We store which he hopes to open in sSanf'i
Fe
not
soon
if
March
after
influential
bi'oi
1,
an
hope that you can send
that date. He has leased a store room
IS
delegation here and meanwhile win in
AND
the Catron building and will siare
be glad to receive any suggestions.
r.o expense in fitting up a place of
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA
LUMP
Very truly yours,
We are fully prepared
business that will be a credit to Santa
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
WOOD
LUMP
Fe. Mr. McClintock Is a young man,
to answer satisfactorWOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
but has many years experience in, the
ily all your wants
A DIFFERENCE.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
furnishing business in Chicago and
Food.
It Paid This Man to Change
Albuquerque. It is his intention to esMontezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
OVER
LOOK
THIS LIST
will be a vouns
tablish a Htora-th- at
,
atnrfi. a nlao.e where a vnune
What is called 'good living even-- m
CAREFULLY:
For Rates and Full Information Address
tually brought me to a condition quitea fel,ow c.m g0 an(J purcnage tIle latest
writes
Vi.rilliie ln sock8 or neCktles, a classy
the reverse of good health,"
SARDINES, Imported and DoF & P. AGENT,
New York merchant.
hat or a nobby suit clothing and
EL PASO, TEXAS.
mestic.
me till y earing apparel that win be
"Improper eating told on
stomach became so weak that r nute in Chicago as well as in Santa
WESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
frod nauseated me, even the lightest pe, while jn Chicago Mr. McClintock
and simplest lunch, and I was much secured the agencies for a splendid
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED I
CLAMS, CLAM CH0WDER.CLAM
of uneasy- line of goods which will be placed on
ottui-- n niirht
-- n
UCyicD.vu .......
If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
after their arJUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
display immediately
slumber, unfitting me for business.
Mr.
Fe.
rival
McClintock
in
Santa
was
discouraging,
"This condition
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
!rs I could find no way to improve it. has been for several years prominent
Alof
in
business and social affairs in
R0SWCLL, NEW MEXICO.
jTheii I saw the advertisement
KIPPERED HERRING,
Grape-Nut- s
food, and decided to try buquerque and will doubtless soon
in
numerous
the
l.iake
with
'Tbe West Point of the Southwest.
Fe
Santa
friends
became
YARMOUTH BLOATER,
and
delighted
it,
and become as popular here as he has
result
CAVIAR, LOBSTER.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Denver, Colorado.
-Q. . . .
oUVA tan a --rfenartment
For the nast three years I have been in Albuquerque.
""f
Institution " by the U S. ii.sed Grape-Nut- s
and nothing else forj
FRESH MACKEREL,
War Department.
mv breakfast and for lunch before reAT IC RP
?
MILCHER HERRING.
tiring. It speedily set my
Located In the beautiful Pecos
I IU
that
I
WtJIOltllY
myself
and
congratulate
sea
light
level,
Valley. S,00 feet above
' .
l have regained
my health. There is
sunshine every dav. ODen air
man
a
tired
work throughout the entire sesfor
comfort
CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ro greater
Washington, D. C. Feb. 10. The
sion. Conditions for physical
It insures question, "What is Beer?" has been
tnan a lunch of Grape-Nutand mental development are
jiestful sleep, and an awakening in the passed up to the courts by SecreI UK A I. such as cannot be found
morning with a feeling of buoyant tary of Agriculture Wilson.
elsewhere in America. FourUnder instructions from the secre- courage and hopefulness.
teen officers and instructors, all
&
irraduales from standard EastNuts has been a boon to my tary, the United States district at- Grape
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
You Money
whole family. It has made of our 12-- ! torney'8 office here seized 100 cases
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save
modern in every respect.
boy, who used to be unable of bottled beer which it is alleged
year-olTrial
have
Regents
on Your Feed Bffls. Let
The seizure was
io digest much of anything, a robust, were misbrahded.
K. A. CAHOON. President.
32 rade for the purpose of
belittle rascal weighing
healthy,
bringing
Order and Convince You.
'
J. E. RHEA,
Mankind certainly owes a fore the courts a test case to decide
pounds.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
.
debt of gratitude to the expert who in-- ; Just what beer is.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
vented this perfect food." Name giv- Secretary Wilson has been wrestl-liW. A. F1NLAY.
with this problem for almost four
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich
For particulars and illustrated
j "There's a Reason."
years.
M.
address,
' Ever read the above letter? ""A new
It has been contended that beer,
116 QAUSTEP STREET.
one appears from time to time. They lo be beer, must have as a basis
av
Phone 214 J
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sgpt.
are genuine, true, and full of human barley, malt and hops, and must not
be
made of com products, brown tuuruvuuiruinruiniuuinnnnjutwr
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MONDAY,

FEBRUARY 10, 1913,

DAUGHTER OF WOODROW WILSON WORKS FOR
MOTHER PENSION.
Ehe Says It Pays to Hire Poor

PAGE THREB

SANTA FE HEW MEXICAN

Mothers to Take Care of Their

end unto the (lay of eternity. Amen.'
"i liven at. Santa Fe, this sixtli day
' .lamiary, the Feast of tlie Epiphany,
in the year of Our I. old Nineteen Hundred and Thirteen.
"JOHN JSAI'TIST I'ITAVAL.
"Archbishop of Santa Fe."

CML DIUORCE" EUIL
ARCHBISHOP PITAUAL DISCUSSES IT.

Own

I

Denver & Rio Grande R, R. !

TUat civil divorcG is no longer "a bin wilt'.' (I Cor. vii:li'l."
"FLIPPANT" CONDUCT.
evil'' to Homaii
vliully unknown
After discussing other pharos of iho
Catholics wus the declaration of Arch
BLOWN
bishop .1. 1!. I'itaval, who launched an divorce evil and the necessity fur the
DYNAMITE
WITH
to
taitht'ul
the
instruct
about
invective
against it in his Lenten l'fstors
SANTA FE, N. M., FEBRUARY 17 TO 20, INCLUSIVE.
"holy sacrament or nuuiimoiiy,
pastoral letter road In all the churches
ot the archdiocese yesterday. At the t!i" archbishop continued
limiie Creek, Mich., Feb. in. The
Cathedral only half of the letter was
"Dearly beloved, we have spoken dynamiting of a house last night is
For the above occasion the D. & P. G. R. R. will prot
read yesterday with the explanation forcibly on this subject of Hie sacred-- lie latest rieevlopment in the
the remainder will be read aloud ness of the family, and we have'i'etla between two Austrian factions
tect rate of ONE FARE for the round trip from
next Sunday. But In the Church of; spoken from our heart; for it is not of this city.
stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
Our Lady of Guadalupe the entire without serious misgivings tor the fu-- j
The boardim: house of Mil;o Na
letter was read.
ture that we have heard of the flip-- i himk was partially destroyed by a
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., Espanola, N. M.,
After discussing the evil the. ,..,.,. pant and thoughtless conduct of cer- L1ick ot dynamite placed under the
and all directly intermediate stations
excommunication u 111 children ot the church who m this Kitchen. No one was seriously injur-thbishop pronounced
to
!mve
l'mUei'
shame
the
HI
lroeht
on any Catholic in
rd, though
men, a woman and two
archdiocese
who shall "wilfully and culpably as- launtui, sorrow to tne reverened rec- - children were in the house at the
tors
of the parishes, and no little grief time.
sist or atteud such a marriage cereto us.
e beseech you, therefore, to.
Three Australians, Mike Lukec, Joe
mony" (referring to the marriage of
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M Feb. I5tti.
have pity on the souls of your neigh- Golec
a divorced person i.
and Joe l'aso an.1 held on busbois, and on your own souls; to re-- '
From Durango, Colo., (not including Antoniio) Feb. I6th& 17th.
The archbishop exhorts the faithful member
that God is not mocked with! picion.
l.iu
TllO fl.lltl
llivl.,l
n.,i,,
to refrain from inviting divorces to i ttl im li t v ' flnrl til
Alajifflsa to Antonilo, inclusive, Feb. l7tJi.
.
in
minrl
.'
th.it
hpfir
night alter a lapse ot nearly a year.;
share their pews in the churches and , ' ., i'I1,1a
From All Points South of Antonito.Feb. 7th and 18th
""""' Joe Bobvick was stabbed by Louis
ho forbids lKistors to rent news to rii- - channels of
grace, the holy sacra' Lisbore, and the latter was shot by
vorces.
.1.
tr.
At
rt
,
11.....
10 uuiiuu iu
uiiiij, uuu )lllliSll- - Jyhp Jtobvit'l a brother of Joe. The
The archbishop said in part:
ment, either in this world or the next, ,
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24.
are not expected to
jnvl,d
"It pains us deeply to know that this and, as it may well be, in both.
liv
Ve regard .t as incumbent upon us
;M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
crying evil of civil divorce Is no longWM
F. A. WADLEIGII, G. P. A,
About an hour before tho dvna-jus- t
er a wholly unknown thing among us.
now to call your attent.on to some
Mlke
vlMei
hukl.c
oco,,rmj,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Denver. Colo.
At various
times and in various
Provisions of the Canon law of thejJuke novi,k , t)p ,.,,
as
the
of
the
world
what is culled de
history
jiaces,
s(;,tioM
R gllort
4
T)(jy
traches us, fanciful notions in theversatiou in their native tongue. Iloth
ology and philosophy have cropped
diCatholic
who, after the
"Any
appeared highly excited when Lukec
out among men. Some of these vorce has been obtained,
year proof, to establish claim to the
attemuts .: r. ft
land above described, before Regisl.otions have had little or no bearing during the lifetime of the divorced'
..
,
am
ter and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
upon the body politic, for they wore partner, to contract another marriage'
V!
i'
"
at
According
'ountry.
Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 12, 1913.
not of a nature to affect man in his l u ,,.
iiic icij laui, t auiiiiiiihiu au'll, meager details obtained
the
names as witnesses:
Claimant
by
cnchil relations
police,!
Otlier nolinni there' il,
!
HAVE
hile we know that the end of he
" niember of the Lisbore taction ran
..
...
i
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-linh.iv hn..n
-which, if ni7ener:i11vj
r- i
rnun.:u
to ttave suuiN, iu seeit arier'i
away with the wife of one of the
Valencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
ed. would have miido man's life, asjan,j n,cialln the lost slie.'.
yet with a
m nv l
pang. Several sliooting affrays'
nnd Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo,
that of a social animal, utterly impos-- v;Pw that the offenders mav be made
N. JI.
sible. But if there Is anything which to feil (he grilvity of the wrong done between die two gangs occurred a little over a year ago. Since that time
.MANUEL K. OTERO,
strikes at the very root of all social y tjlt.m am that others mav be
there have been seeral rows, but not
under-it is whatever
r,.,1(1
Register,
fl.om following their bad
ot serious natures.
the. sanctity and permanence
ampi0 alld Hi80 to prevent as far as
cf the family; for, if the family lie de-- ,.nssibi the civine of rtisnrrt;,...H,, t
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
stroyed, the whole social fabric which ti e faithful, we, in performance of HOLLOW HORN
Department of tho Interior, U, S.
rests upon it must needs fall to ruin.'oU1. Slu.re(j duty, make and order to be!
Land Office at Santa Fe, S. IT,, JanBEAR TO GO TO
The insidious agent of destruction enforced in this diocese the follow-uary 25, 1913.
li civil divorce. The fickleness, the;
INAUGURATION
regulations:
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
wantonness, and the rashness of man
EXCLUDE DIVORCES.
Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
f'lul in it a seductive pretext for cloak
"The pastors shall not rent pews,;
January C, 3 90S, made Homeeteal
(.'.. Feb. 10.
Hollow
Washington.
ing with a decent name a practice either in churches or in
Sec.
SW
05;ioS, No. 12703, for S
of South Hakota, an InHorn
1st,
chapels,
Hear,
which in older anr more plain spoken to the one of the divorced
Section 29, TownNW
20, N
dian
and
the
of
the
chief,
parties
original
English went by another name, a v. ho has applied for the divorce; 2d,
ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
of (lie Indian on the $," treasury
name that is not to be mentioned in' to those
who, after the gruutine of the c( rlilleatos, has written to tho inauMeridian, has filed notice of intentioa
public.
to make five year proof, to establish
divorce, contract another marriage gural committee,
Senator
through
"Consider for a moment the start- - during the lifetime of the divorced
claim to the land above described, beGamble, of North Dakota, expressing
fore H. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
ling fact connected with the divorce partner; 3d, to any person whose life a det.ire to alti'iul the inauguration.
evil! Statistics show that over one is openly scandalous.
Stanley, N. jr., on March 5, 1913.
The chief desires to present to the
hundred thousand divorces have been
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
"Moreover, we eutreat the faithful new president a great, peace pipe,
Faustin Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
granted in the tinted States within v. ho are pewholders or who have rent-- which he declares is the highest honor
year. 'The divorce rate,' says Car-leseats in pews, to refrain from
Tapia and liilario Baca, all ot Galisthe Indians of South Dakota can conFarley, 'like the velocity of a viting any of the above mentioned fer on the "Great While Father." If
teo, N. M.
IP MY WIFl
MANUEL R. OTERO,
frlling body, is constantly increasing. persons to their pews or seats.
I resident-elec- t
IS ANY WHERE
Wilson Is agreeable to
We have become a byword on the lips
Register.
"Finally, we positively forbid the the plan, Hollow Horn Dear will bring
of the civilized world.'
Catholics of this diocese to be pres vith him a group of Indian chiefs, and
"Holy scripture is not without its ent at the marriage of any divorced the gift will be presented with tribal
solemn warning in this vital matter. person while the divorced partner is ceremony.
The pipe which Hollow
Listen to Saint Paul in his epistle to Mill alive; and we declare that any Horn Dear would present is similar to
the Romans;
'For the woman that atholic of this diocese who shjill in those presented by the Indiana to
has a husband, whilst her husband future wilfully and culpably assist or their own chieftains.
l:veth, is bound to the law of mar- attend such a. marriage ceremony
For the first time in history woXVTyVtlONT YOU
riage. Hut if her husband be dead, shall be the very fact incur excom- men will participate in the inaugural
( jlLLli?
she is loosed from the law of her hus- munication, which censure we reserve
These women, 200 strong,
parade.
WILL
S0H0N
band. Therefore, whilst her husband to ourselves.
nnd representing
wearing uniforms
liveth, she shall be called an adul"In conclusion of this pastoral letter the national peace congress, will form
lHIC KINBLY
R.
&
i
mm m m
iou- - ml
teress, if she be with another man: is seems to us that we can find no a section of their own and inarch in
but if her husband be dead, she is de- more appropriate words than those the
inaugural parade.
TIME TABLE
livered from the law of her husband' which St. Peter addressed to
thej
(vii:2-2)- .
What clearer words than faithful of his day, when, warning NAVY TUG TO RESCUE
Viinlhi January 1st, 1913.
death alone can break the matri- Inem against that ficklessness which
OF A STRANDED STEAMER.
monial tie? And again, writing to the some unworthy brethren had shown
D. ('.,
Feb. 8. The
Washington,
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conCorinthians, the apostle of the gen- - (II Pet. iii; 17, IS) he wrote: 'You. navy
tug Patassco, is steaming from
nect with No. 3 westbound and
tiles does not hesitate to say: 'But therefore, brethren,
these Guantanamo, Cuba, to Cape Haitien,
knowing
No. 10 eastbound.
tc them that are married, not I, but tilings before, take heed, lest being on the north coast of Haiti to rescue
the Dord commandeth, that the wife led aside by the error of the unw
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
the schooner Pendleton,
aground
g"g- CU E5SN
m.
depart, not from the husband. And if you fall from your own steadfastness, there and in danger of going to pieces
WON'T DRINK.)
she depart that she remain unmar- - But grow in grace, and in the knowl-r'ed- , with a valuable cargo. The distressNo. 3 carries passengers to Albuor be reconciled to her husband, edge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus ed vessel is owned by Pendleton Bros,
querque, locally, and to Pacific
And let not the husband put away Christ.
To Him be glory both now of New York.
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
THAT SUFFRAGET PARADE AT WASHINGTON IS GOING TO MAKE
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
WILSON'S INAUGURATION LOOK LIKE A SIDESHOW.
train for Clovl and Pecos VaU
ley points.
i
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p. I
I
m.
BANKER HENRY IS ARRESTED.
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JESSIE WOODROW WILSON.
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the money given by charitable peo
ple to support the nurseries had been
given to the motners, mey womu nm
have had to go out, to work and
leave ineir cuiiuieu aiom- - an u,,..
they could have stayed at home and
taken care of their children!
In other words, Miss Wilson found
that it costs less to hire MOTHERS
to stay at home and take care of their
children than it does to hire OTHElt
WOMEN to care of those children
while the mothers are out at work
Miss Wilson is not only interesting
herself actively in the effort to oblaws in the
tain mothers' pension
various states, but expects to continue her efforts after she enters the
White House. Along with this activcourt
ity, she is studying juvenile
conditions, particularly in New York,
where 23,000 children are brought every year. She is satisfied that a genpension
eral, adoption of mothers'
would greatly lessen the number of
"delinquency" cases and make the
work of the juvenile courts much
easier.
"I can see no reason," Miss Wilson told Mr. Neil, "why children
should be neglected by society because bad fathers have neglected or
deserted them, or because their fathers are in prison. I can see no rea- son why society should not see that
fatherless children or children help-oi0thev themselves are less and dependent for any reason,
to earn a living for the chil-- should not be given proper care, and
wny every guuu iiiuiuf i enuum nui
investigating be allowed to retain the love, com-thWilson, after
of these day nurseries, dis- - panionship and care of her own disthe astonishing fact that if dren."

Special Correspondence.
Princeton, X. J., Feb. 10. Mother's
pension has a new champion in Miss
wiimin. ihniehter of the presi
and her father himselt
shares her enthusiasm for the reform.
mothers pension
A
conference was held just the other
day at the Wilson home in Princeton.
Wil-nThose present were .Miss Jessie
and Henry
AVilson
Woodrow
Neil, "father of mothers' pensions,"
who had been invited by Miss Wil
son and her father to discuss means
for spreading the mothers' pension
gospel.
The idea of paying poor mothers
out of the public treasury, enough to
enable them to take care of their
children at home, instead ot sending
them to charitable institutions, is not
a new one to Miss Wilson. Her own
experience she explained, had driven
her to accept the same remedy for
broken and ruined families that. Mr.
Neil has been preaching throughout
the length and breadth of the land.
For three years Miss Jessie has
been a social worker in a settlement
house in the Kenslngston mill district of Philadelphia, and Bhe has
made a thorough study of the homes
of the weavers and other workers.
It is a common thing in mis ais trict for mothers to leave their children to be cared for at free day nur-- ;
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Washington,

D.

C, Feb.

10.

George

G. Henry of New York, member
of
Solomon & Co., bankers, was indicted by the federal grand jury today

CHARLES S. BARRETT, wio ma
be Woodrow Wilson's secretn y of agriculture, was a member Oi Roosevelt's country life commission, and is
serving his seventh term as Inad of
of f.rmers,
the largest organization
the Farmers' union of America Chiefly through his efforts the fanners'
organization has grown from nothirg
to 3,000,000 members.

for
mentioned
ALVA
ADAMS,
Woodrow Wilson's cabinet, is a progressive democrat of Pueblo, Colo.
He is a banker and merchan'. a na
live of Wisconsin and was bor.i May
He was thrice elected gov14, 1850.
ernor of Colorado, and is a member
of the Democratic national

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, p. C, Feb. 10. The
suffraget Bideshow to the Wilson inauguration, March 3, is apt to be the
main circus, it has overtopped
all
other features in interest. There will
be five thousand women in line, and
no end of big "features."
"It is not a question of getting women to inarch," said Mrs. Glenna S.
Unnin, one of the managers, "but
what to do with thousands who want
to. the committee is almost overwhelmed with the bigness of this dem-

A little want ad costs but a few
Are You a Seller r An advertle
ment in the classified columns of the cents and brings wonderful results
New Mexican will put your real ea when published in the New Mexican.
tate on the market effectively. It will
Work forvhe New Mexican. Tt la
put the facta of your property before trorking for you, for Santa fe and
the eyes of all possible buyers.
onstration."
he new state.

Morning Shopping
Grows In Favor.
The Christmat invitation of the merchant to "shop early,"
is still bearing fruit. Women know well that by shopping early
In the morning their
purchases can be made with far greater
leisure and comfort and with the feeling that what they buy
will be thoroughly satisfactory. ,
At that time the stores are not crowded; the stocks are all
in good order, so that time is saved in finding the best shade or
size, and the clerks are not fagged out.
Ail merchants who advertise in THE NEW MEXICAN want
you to do your shoppiag at the most favorable time of the day.
Everything is in your favor for morning shopping.
Read THE NEW MEXICAN carefully and constantly every
night, so that you may be ready to go shopping early next
Know what to
morning. Plan your shopping tour in advance.
When special sales
buy and where to buy to best advantage.
are advertised the .opening hour is not too early to visit the

The women's parade will be much
more worth seeing than the
inaugural parade." The latter is
really nothing but a military escort to
accompany the president up the avenue.
The women's parade, beginning at
p. m., will be unique. In addition to
the marchers there will be prominent
omen, wives of senators, congress- men and governors
there will be
floats to symbolize the professions
in which
and occupations
women
work KtHe hv side with mn
The

nt

.iii

.onr.i

i,

....

fallowing this there will be no con
tingent of marching women.
The floats will typify literature fol-- j
lowed by marching women writers; the

If TMET
vnix'i

1

5

Jf

I

legal profession, followed by women
lawyers; medicine, with women doctors; war, with nurses; manufacture,
with factory girls; and so on.
A section of mere men, who are to
be permitted to show their devotion
to the cause of women's enfranchisement, will include statesmen from
states where women vote. Men like
William ivem, oi i.ainoruia; nenator
Poindexter, of Washington; Richmond
j:
Congressman
Hobson, Albania
Wil- Commodore
Taylor, Colorado;
lifcm Moore, V. S. N. Rev. U. G. B.
Pierce, pastor of President Tafts
church; Justice Wendell P. Stafford.!
the District supreme court; Jus-S. .1. Peele. of the United States
of
court of claims; Judge
the Juvenile Court, and Oswald Gar- New
rihon
York, will
Vilhtrd,
march.
"General" Rosalie Jones, who head-- .
ed the New York to Albany march.
III bring her army to Washington,
inarching all the way. A troop of
"I ifurcated cavalry" will ride
from
New York to Washington.
Another
troop of horewoinen will ride from
Laltimore and another marching con
tingent will "hike" from Baltimore.
Green and purple decorations over
white dresses will be the uniform.
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J.R RHOADS
::
"Fixit Shop"

(Department of the Interior,
jU. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Jan. 10, 1913.
j
Notlco is hereby given that Mar- -

m
v

Now Is The Time

J

vv

'Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
for contempt of a congressional comm.
mittee, for refusing to tell the house
money trust investigators the names
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conof twenty-fou- r
bank officers who parnect with No. 8 eastbound, and
ticipated with profit in a syndicate
No. 9 westbound.
in California
petroleum
operation
These are the colors of the "cause."
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
stock. A bench warrant for his ara. m.
One of the interesting features will rest was issued.
le the pageant on the south steps of
tho treasury. This side of the build
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
ing faces the Washington monument by ,oca, applications, as they cannot
and the White Lot. The steps arereacu the diseased
portion of the ear.j
wide and gradual and near the t. p There la
only one way to cure deaf.
immense
there are
monolithic gran-- ntss and that ia bv constitutional
ue puiars wnicn iena inemseivtB wer rmp,iiPR Deafness is caused by an
"
"iciiuii.cuu inflamed condition of the mucous lin- stage. Here tableax will be present- - ln o( the Eustachian Tube. When
J showing woman's progress toward this tube ls jnflameQ you have a rumb- dom. Many prominent women.ing BOllnd or imperfect hearing, and To Have Your Upholstering and
" 111 Paviaaame .wmca win
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
iuunWi.inn!5uune. work
oiuinui.
tbe resultt and lmiPS3 the inflamma- - oi rne oesi. trices Kignt,
Jfiss Inez Milholland, famed as the tion can be taken out and this tube f
WE MAKE
most beautiful woman In the suffrage stored to its normal condition, hear-tic- Kitchen
Cabinets,
Step Lad ders.
movement, will ride at the head of the ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Counters,
Shelving,
Ironing Tables.
in
Cacostume
a
of
cases
out
the
are
of
herald,
caused
ten
procession
by
Disputing her title as the most beau- - tarrh, which is nothing but an inRERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
tiiul woman will be Miss Gladys flamed condition of the mucous
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
Hinckley, of Washington, as Joan of,
Arc.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Headquarters have been opened foi any case of Deafness (caused by
hotel.' catarrh) that cannot be cured by
of V street, near the Willard
SAMA FE, N. M
I ntil March 3 there will be an aver-- j Hall's Catarrh Cure.
lephooe 157 W.
Send for cirage of five meetings every night in culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
the city to discuss woman's suffrage
Sold by Druggists, 75c
and to arrange for the demonstration.
Take Hall's Family Pillo for consti-vil- l
Eventually permanent headquarters
Pftion.
in Washington
be established
fiom which a national campaign fori
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
For Repairing- - of All Kinds
suffrage will be conducted.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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Del-ace-
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Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
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MORE CABINET POSSIBILITIES.

S. F.

A. T.,

i

working

.

w

cos Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. M.,
jwho, on March 7, 1907, made Homestead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
13 N.,
Section 13, Township
Range 8 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed noticer of intention to make five

In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY
UPHOLSTERING

and

SPECIALTIES

1--

store.

RICH INDURATIVE

OUAUTIES-N-
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HABIT FORMING DRUGS

FOR 8ALE BY ALL DRUGGIST

128

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J

1

WALL STREET IS

0

AFFECTED BY
WAR NEWS

TO RESTRICT

WILLIAM FARAII

INJUNCTIONS

Capital Bar

Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Senator
Xew York, Feb. 10. Some selling
element was induced Crawford, of South Dakota, today jn-- j
trading
theless, it was the spred of the run- Street today ,by the outbreak troduced a bill to restrict the issuance
tiers on the paths that counted for nl lne ji,xjcau revolution, on which ol Injunctions which suspend the en- more than anything else.
more stress was laid as an unfavorable forcement of a statute of a state,
Without speed in modern baseball
According to the Crawford bill, the
a champion team must Do phenome-- , tlle other slciu of tne market, such as replication for the injunction would
be heard and determined upon by a
nally strong at bat and in the pitching tllB government's approval of the
commission of three federal judges,
Managers the country lHll peace negotiations.
Foreign
try to trade heavy but slugglBh ketg were depressed and the lower cue of whom would be a justice o the
hitters for players who may not be fpening here was credited by a
Etipreme court.
to hit the ball as far, but who BWakening of bearish activity in the
Temporary restraining orders could
can cover ground taster, vwiy:
shares most affected by the Mexican jbe issued, according to me dm, wlien
speed on the bases brings vie- revolt. Stocks of railroad and indust iit had been shown by an applicant
tory oftener than the ability of any rial properties operating in Mexico for' an injunction that he would Bufone player to bat the ball over the gave way abrubtly in spots. Strained fer irreparable loss by the enforceof a state law.
fence occasionally.
relations between the eastern rail-- !
55.San Francisco Street.
roads and their firemen and the
of the bank reserves also furTHREE KILLED IN
nished ammunition for the bears.
icks said today that Roy E. Rankin
MINING BATTLE Bonds were easier.
r.nd Guy L. Rockwell were attaches
Still lower prices were made by the
of the investigating department of
'leading issues in the early afternoon,
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 10. Three
off of 105,000 tons in unfilled
Vashington, D. C Feb. 10. Efforts the Los Angeles district attorney's
men were killed In a fight between falling
to trace unpublished letters that pass- office and were in Tijuana on official
orders put. steel down to 64
striking miners and a posse under
Call money climbed to 4 per cent, ed between John W. Archbold of the business.
Captain Fred Lester in the mountains, the hlvli'st in weeks
The advance Standard Oil company and members
mar Mucklow, today. The dead men was fon hadowed by Saturday's
f
the senate and house, proved un WRITES GOVERNOR HE
were members of Lester's force. The favorable bank statement and the pro-- j successful today when the senate comBROKE THE GAME LAW.
.
this
on
early
fight was still
mittee investigating campaign exLability of further gold exports.
Charles
Stocks were little affected and con- penditures
interrogated
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 10. Governor
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 10. The tinued inactive and depressed.-- j
Blumeling of New York, the man who Ferris has received a letter from
dead are: Frank Uebhett, bookkeeper
1'iiion bag preferred made an ex- is said to have sold the Archbold let- Oakes, X. I)., from a former Michigan
at Mucklow mine of the Paint Creek ceptional advance of six points.
ters to the Hearst newspapers.
n.an, in which the writer pleads
Collieries company;
Radoliffe;
The market closed weak. The
testified that so far as guilty to catching a trout out of seaBlumeling
Vance.
downward pace quickened in the final he knew, all the letters that had pass- son In Clare county last summer. The
Xesbitt.
The wounded:
hour or more abundant offerings of ed through his hands had been made
stated he had been converted
Captain Lester, an otllcer of the the standard shares.
public. The Archbold letters were and desired to pay the penalty for his
West Virginia guard, who has been
The bears were encouraged by the brought to him in 1904 or 1905, he offense.
employed by the Paint Creek Co- stiffness of money, the liquidation of said,
by Charles Stump and W. W.
llieries company, to command its mine Southern Pacific, which went to the
and he negotiated the
Winfleld,
CAPITAL STOCK REDUCED.
guards, learned today that a force of lowest point since 1908.
sales to the Hearst publications.
their
and
miners
sympathizstriking
He said he got between ?8,000 and
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 10. The Interers were marching toward Mucklow
t
$9,000, the sum being divided equally-be- national
Harvester company filed
to attack the force of deputies under
ween the three men.
with the secretary of state here today
Sheriff Bonner Hill, stationed at that
a certificate reducing the capital of
RE-OPENplace.
the company from $140,000,000 to
CARRIED SAWED-OFLester gathered his forces and
ARM IN HIS POCKET.
and changing the name of the
came
marched over the mountain,
'
to that of the Internacorporation
A
case
10.
summit.
near
the
The
across the miners
Vernon, Texas, Feb.
10.
he
"When
tional
Harvester
Feb.
company of New
Pa.,
r
Sunbury,
mur-e'esharp engagement followed, in which of J. 11. Sneed, charged with the
of Al Boyce, Jr., at Amarillo, Tex had his arm sawed off while working Jersey.
the miners are said to have fought
as, September 14, last, was called alone at a shingle mill near Herndon,
desperately.
Calvin Bobb, 25 years old, tore open
men
held
here
their
Lester's
today.
Captain
his 6hirt and used strips of it for a
It was the last of the five
ground and this afternoon the fight
trials growing out of the elope- - turniquet. Bobb then picked up his
was still In progress.
Governor Glasscock is expected to went of young Boyce and Mrs. J, B. hand, put it in his pocket and walked PRICES, $1(5, $200, $215 and $250
call out the national guards this aft- Snerd, to Canada, a' little more than to the office of a doctor a mile away,
With Imported Magneto.
'a year ago. Sneed had been tried later being taken to the Mary Packer
ernoon.
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
recover.
will
he
said
is
The
A.
Sr.
It
for
G.
twice
is
scene
hospital.
far
of
the
Boyce,
The
up
killing
fighting
left at the factory.
in the mountains and the telegraph first trial resulted in disagreement,
in
acquittal.
wires at Mucklow having been cut, and the second
SHOOTING INVESTIGATED.
.
Sneed also had a habeas
corpus
the news was taken by courier on
after killing! gan Diego, Cal., Feb. 10. An inves- horseback to a telephone station ten hearing at Amarillo
ago, legation of the shooting of Roy B.
into. young Boyce and two weeks
miles away and telephoned
Beach B. Epting. accused of acting asjtaniimi at Tijuana, lower California,
Charleston
Sneed's accomplice, was acquitted atji,y a Mexican volunteer soldier, was
Memphis, Texas.
begun there today by Mexican auThe Amarillo killing which Sneed thorities. The soldier, Juan Marcus,
PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.
does not deny, occurred nearly a year is under arrest.
after the elopement.
District Attorney John D. Freder- OST. 3VE.
j
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Ewing.
y
The veteran raises an interesting
He
point.
says: "I think the clubs
carry too many pitchers to get the
best results. Pitchers would be more
effective if worked oftener. A pitcher does not get the chance he should
with so many of the clubs. If work- ed oftener they would be of more
alue to theniselve and to their club. '

,

Boston also has Thomas, a recruit from Newark, who caught ten
or twelve games at the end of last
year.

replacing vets

New Yorfr, Feb. 10. One by one the
battery men pass, heeding the voice

of time.
Not so very long ago the box scores,
revealed the names of Frank Bower-nan- ,
Malachi Klttredge, Jack War.
ner, Billy Sullivan, Johnny Kling. The
first three named are gone from the
big leagues.
Sullivan, the old war horse or the
White Sox, and Kling, late of the
Braves, are still in the major ring,
tut they are about done as catchers.
Sullivan is as slow as a push cart
now. Kling caught 74 contests in
1912, but his receiving was not up to
the Kling standard. So Boston released him.
Then there are three other veterans
of a later period who will not be seen
m upper crust circles
this season.
Vhey are Gabby Street, Charles
Schmidt and Jimmy Stephens.
To fill the places of the stars who
have faded and to succeed those who
pre yet to fade, major league clubs
i.ave loaded up with young catchers.
Not in years has there been such a
splendid entry of highly
juvenile backstops as will be found
ill the various rosters this spring.
There Is Schang, from Buffalo, whom
every club in both big circuits had a
draft in for. Connie Mack was the
lucky one and he grabbed him. Last
year Schang was the resounding,
sparkling sensation of the International league. Boston has Cady, who was
the real noise in the world's series.
Nineteen twelve was his first major
press-agente-

who was
season, and Nunamaker,,
going finely until an injury retarded
him.
Comiskey won't miss Sullivan. The
old Roman has two able new men in
Bay Schalk, whom he purchased from
r
Milwaukee for a sum said to be
uuv, ana neu ivuiiu, neraiaea as a won- der. George Stovall will experiment
with an untried catching staff, but it
won't be surprising if he develops a
pair of receivers capable of .going the
gait in regular style. They are Alexander and Crossin.
The Yankees landed a good bet in
Sterrett, Princeton college boys, if expert testimony counts for anything.
Sterrett caught some and played first
base for the Yanks, hitting .205 and
fielding grandly. Frank Chance, it is
expected, will use him exclusively
behind the bat,
In Rondeau, a young Frenchman
from Jersey City, Detroit apparently
s
secured a
running mate for
Oscar Stanage and a valuable addition to its colt string.
McKee and
Gibson also are promising
recruit
Rondeau has a better catbackstops.
ching record than Stanage and hit
?10,-jfo-

first-clas-

rr
forti-

311.

Clark Griffin Is probably better
fied with youthful maskmeu than

any

manager in the American league. On
Griff's team are Henry and Ainsmith,
regarded by many as the best in the
American league. Henry has been in
the league two years and Ainsmith a
r
year and a half. Williams is a
man.
one-yea-

SPEEDY BOVS
IN DEMAND!
New York, Feb. 10 Speed is again
to be the watchword of the Giants'
(campaign for the championship,
McGraw who has returned to New
York to map out the line of battle
the coming season, today told
SOme of his associates in the mail
agement of the club that he intends
to put the fastest men in the line-uthat he can possibly obtain. McGraw
thinks that speed has been one of
the chief factors in the past successes of the Giants, and, while he does
not contemplate any radical shaking
up of the team; he is determined to
give preference to the players who
display the greatest fleetness, provided, of course, that they are satisfactory in other departments of the
game.
McGraw figures that one of the most
valuable assets a championship asplr-i,lg baseball team can possess is fast
base runners. Records show that the
clubs that have won pennants in the
past or which have been in the thick
of the fight all the way consisted
largely of players who had the speed
necessary for base stealing purposes.
This element of baseball is one of
McGraw's chief hobbies.
In 1911, when the Giants came to
the front with a rush and won the
championship of the National league,
more
it was their speed probably
than anything else that carried them
there. Last year the team as a whole
baseball than
played better
it did the season previous, but, never- j
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6APT. WALSH

WAS INDICTED

New York, Feb. 10ioliee Captain
Thomas Walsh, Edward J. Newell,
a lawyer, and Charles F. Foye, a policeman, were Indicted this afternoon
by the
grand jury which
has been investigating the graft situaJ
tion.
Walsh is charged with bribery; Foye
with perjury, and Newell with indue- lug a witness not to appear before the
t rand jurv.
Thomas Walsh, the suspended po-- !
lict captain, was too ill to testify be
fore the
grand jury
day. If able, he will do so tomorrow.

SANTA FE

GET BUSV SAYS
CHAMP CLARK

Washington, D. C, Feb. 10 Speaker Champ Clark, shook his gavel at
the members of the house today and
told them they must get down to
business in the few remaining days
of the session.
When the house went into session
there were less than a dozen mem- 011 tlie floorThe chair does not believe," said
he, "that members realize the serious
condition of things in the house. We
UNITED COPPER
are near the end of the session and
there are still half of the appropria- CO. IN HANDS
tion bills on the book.
OF RECEIVERS "The chair does not want to set i
himself up as boss, but the only way
10. Receivers for us to get this work done is for
New York, Feb.
on
were appointed in the federal district members to stay in their places
court here today for the United Cop- the floor of the house."
The fortifications bill, the second
The appointment's
per company.
were made on the petition of Maurice supply measure to go through both
was finally passed today.
Deichel, receiver of the Aetna indem- houses,
company.
nity
SAYS DARROW WOULD
,
The receivers are John S.
'REACH" SOME JURORS.
Jr., of this city, and Addison E.
Cudworth of Londonderry, Vt.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 10. John
F. Augustus Heinze, is president ol R.
Harrington, a Chicago attorney, asthe company, which has been involv- - sociated
with Clarence S. Darrow in
ed in litigation since the panic of the defense of the McNamara broon
1907, when its stock
collapsed
thers, today testified that just before
the curb. It is capitalized at $80,000,- - the trial of James B. McNamara was
000 of which $50,000,000 is outstanding tegun; he and Darrow has discusseu
It owns properties in Utah, Montana "reaching jurors on the case.'1
and British Columbia.
"Darrow produced what he said was
$10,000," Harrington testified, - "and
said if he could arrange to reach a
ASKS FOR CONTINUANCE.
Marquette, Mich., Feb. 10. Counsel couple of jurors, James B. McNamara
for George A. Newett, in the circuit i.ever would be convicted.
court' today, moved for a continuance
of 30 to 40 days of the trial of the INJURY RECEIVED TWO
libel suit against Uis client by Col.
YEARS AGO IS FATAL.
Theodore Roosevelt. The motion was
'
Feb. 10. William
opposed by counsel for Col. Roose-Niles, Mich.,
velt. Judge Flannigan has taken the Sims, 22 years old, died here today
matter under advisement.
as a result of injuries sustained on
Feb. 10. The the football gridiron.
Mich.,
He was first
Marquette,
court handed down a decision later: iijured in a Thanksgiving game in
granting the motion and the case was 1911) and was recoverine from that
to the next term, which v hen he wa8 ,uirt again in a game
i continued
opens May 26. It was ordered that p)ayed in Nlleg ,ast fall In August,
tlie depositions to De taKen m vauous m2 he was married to Misa Ro9e
parts or me couniry wmcn uouuse. j u..UeiV nf r)owflEiac. Mich. He was
for Newett moved Bhould be suppress
brought here from Dowagiac two
ed, should be withheld from the gen- weeks ago for an operation.
v
Mr.
for
counsel
that
eral public but
a
with
Roosevelt should be furnished
list of witnesses to be examined.
X
S TOKIO MAY BE PUT
A copy of this list was at once turnIN STATE OF SIEGE. X
V
ed over to counsel.
1 ft
rnni. in
Thprfl was X
'
HORSE RIDES ON COWCATCHER.
gerious rioting in the streets here X)
tonight. The mob wrecked a X
number of police stations and X
Pottstown, Pa., Feb. 10. While 16- Frank Evans, of near Lin-- ! X burned many street cars. The X
year-olfield, was driving a team loaded with X emperor declared that In the X
event of any further attempts at X
milk, over the crossing near Linfield
Ktatiou, this morning, the team was X incendiarism he would declare a X
X
i struck
by an early passenger train on X state of seige in Tokio.
the Reading railway. The horse was
carried lino feet on the cowcatcher of
a
i:he locomotive, and was only slightly Tokio, Feb. 10. The stoning of
came immediately after he had
Kvnns escaped by leaping.
ii.jured.
offered to the emperor his resignation and that of the other members
DEMOCRATS TO MEET IN
I
WASHINGTON MARCH 5. of the cabinet.
Nfw York, Feb. 10. Chairman
Marquis Kimmochl Saionji, former
McCombft Isnued a call today for a premier and now leader of the constimeeting of thct Democratic national tutional party, was summoned to the
committee at Washington, March 5. palace by his majesty immediately
The meeting will discuss general after the receipt of Katsura's resig
nation.
questions of organization.
extra-ordinar- y
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Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
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'
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Pope Motor Cycle
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WHERE EVERY KNOCK IS A BOOST.
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catchers

Old Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. W.

nnd '90, and in his last year, 1893.
mates ' King" Kelly, Dowe, Long,
His best year was 1S90, when he field-fNash, Stovey, Brodie and Hugh Duff.940.
s'As a hitter, Bennett ranked high.
There were too many great playersj
He batted .300 for four years and was
and pitchers for him to name the
never far from that figure. His best
greatest, he says.
jeas with the bat was in 1887 when
As a friend of Ty Cob, Bennett
the Detroit team was batting crazy
probably does not want to make a
the star catcher hit .363.
but it is easy to see
In Boston Bennett had as team comparison,
what he thinks of Kelly and Buck

young;

BEER

California Wines

Just a breath of sadness will strike
the old time fan when he reads the
t
name of Charley Bennett, that
catcher, cut down in his prime
by a railway train that took off both
l.,'s legs, and removed from baseball
one of the chosen.
It was "Our Cliariey" In Detroit,
vhen he took the delivery of the
mighty pitchers of the 'SO's. Today
Hennett lives in Detroit, at (57 Alexandria street, R., following the art of
the china decorator as a means of
livelihood.
Think of the hands that took the
swiftest ball and the most puzzling
curves of the game's best pitchers,
daintily tracing a delicate flower upon
thina as fragile as an egg shell!
In two years Charlie Bennett will
le (JO, and it does not seem so very
long since (hat winter when the news
of his misfortune shocked the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
isenneu was uorn in .Newcastle, ija.,ij
in 1S54. He first played with his home
tram. In 1S77, the days of Spalding,
White and Murname, he joined the
Worcester team. In 1SX1 he went to
Detroit and became a part of that terrific hitting aggregation,
remaining
until 1S88 when he joined the Boston
club, where he was playing when injured.
Some idea of Bennett's wonderful
catching he was the only rival Buck
Ewing had is obtained from
the
rrlnted records of his achievements.
He led all catchers in fielding in
-'S3,

Schlitz

Lemps

r

mar-ove-

ISS2,

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

by the
in Wall

CHARLIE BENNETT, GREATEST BACKSTOP IN BASEBALL, NOW
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PRICE LIST.
He
inches lent
Stamp, net over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
lie
One-li3
not
20c
2
over
ever
and
inches
loaf
Stamp,
15c
Each additional line on stamp....
One-liand not over 5 inches Iwug.. .. 29c
stamp, over 3
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
e
inch
Hk
Inches
5
over
lone P1"
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hues
on Stamp count as two lines).
25c extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 laches long
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type need Is
lf
Inch in size, we caarffe for one Hae for each
over
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1- -2

1- -2

ne

ne

-

-2

-2

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

..........

Me
inch..
any town and date, for
50c
in
and
inch
Dater
month,
year
day
Ledger
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
IJ9
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aad Wood Cut. . . . . . 1.50
1JM)
Pearl Check Protector.....
Local Dater

1- -2

1- -3

1-

-4

1- -S

SELF-INKIN- G
3--

1

4,

15

cts;

2x3

3--

4,

STAMP PADS.
x3
25cts; 2
1-

-4

2,

2 4 x 4 4, 35 cts ; 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts ; 4 1- -2 x 7
4 1- -4 x 9, 55 cts. AH colors. Stamp kVwl Ink, 25 cts

1--

1-

3--

2,

29

cts

75

cts;

per bottle.
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Arts m f, rafts'

land, her debutante daughter, Esther,
her youngest, daughter who came here
from school in Connecticut and
two sons, Richard, who attends
Exeter academy, and Francis,

X

ARTICLES
(Owing to the great Interest manl
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
fested in the Personal Column, the
'Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
New Mexican requests its readers to
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
G. CARTWRIGHT
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
Brass and Copper;
Letter Racks;
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
Rocker
A NARROW
Blotters;
HAS
Paper Cutters;
readso
the
this column.
By doing
Hammered Calendars; Tie
ESCAPE Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Racks;
ers will confer a favor on the New
Match
Com'
Mexican and on their friends.
Hammered
and
Holders;
Copper
munications sent by mail should bear
the well Erass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Samuel U. Cartwriglit,
the signature of the writer).
known merchant, is receiving the con- Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Rut'us Mead, If. (iallcgos and John
gratulations of his friends today over Special orders made on short notice.
Webb, are Las Vegans registered at his narrow
escape from what might
the Palace hotel.
have been fatal injuries last niglit.
0. 0. Jacob, of the lT. S. Geological
It appears that Mr. Cartwright. had
125 Palace Ave
survey, Is at the Palace.
a rehearsal at the .Masonic
attended
George F. Allbriglit is here from cathedral and after the lights had
Albuquerque.
to Captain Scott were found, but that:
been extinguished he proceeded
a Nova.
D. D. Draper, the well known Duke
leave the stage. Owing to lie abW. Lashley, assistant engineer of!
uuy salesman, is ai ine ra.ace.
it
that
he
a
appears
railing
s(,nce of
the western party.
II. II. Parsons, of Fort Sumner,
isjf(), jnto a ceal. aml slIsUlim,(1 pam. Chief Steward V.
of the
p. visitor in the city.
fu illjm.ies to his alioulder and other- G. A. Richardson,
member of theLvise bruised his bo(1y. The fact that Terra Xova.
5'rs. Scott, now tragically the widconstitutional convention and well ,,0 ,1!lH
a i,Baw nvercmu n,i,:li.iv
ow of the British autartii: explorer
known attorney of Roswell, is at '" saved him trom more serious
inju .hough she is yet probably unaware
Montezuma.
ries.
jet Ills fate, sailed from San Fran-- ;
John II. Sargent came down from
Cisco February 5, for Xew
Zealand,'
Kl Rito yesterday
to visit
friends
to meet her husband there.
expecting
MONTANO
here. He is at the Montezuma.
JUAN
'Just before her departure she said
Enrique Gonzales and Julian CorDIES AT THE
that she had not heard from him in
dova are here from Taos. They are
18 months, but
was confident
he
SANITARIUM would
registered at the Coronado.
reach Xew Zealand safely.
Will M. Tipton, well known handMrs. Scott sailed on the Aorangi,
son whose first port of call is
writing expert and special agent of
Juan Monlano, the
l'apete, Tat,ne larm ollice, lett this city yesterPhiladelpho Montana, of Park hiti. As. there is no cable at that
for
San
to
of
day
ISernardino, California,
I.e. in t, and as the ship will not touch'
View, X. M., and grandson
the funeral of Mrs. Tipton, fecto Esouibel, died of heart trouble ct any cable point until she reaches
who died there Saturday night.
a( St. Vincent's sanitarium yesterday, the Antipodes, it. is imiirobahlo thai
Miss Genevieve Morrison
of this lie had been attending St. Michael's Mrs. Scott will learn of her husband's
!
city, will leave during the coining pr liege and .this morning the funeral ('eatli until she reaches Xew Zealand,
week for an extended visit with her L rvic.es were attended by the entire although efforts are being made to
at college.
uncle, lion. Robert K. Morrison
reach the Aorangi by wireless.
Prescott, Arizona.
HORRIBLE, HE EXCLAIMS.
The body was sent this morning
Miss Harris, of Gallup, was operated
Madison, Wis., Feb. 10. "Horrible!
over the D. & It. G. to Park View
cn for appendicitis at the Santarium. where interment will be made. Mr. Horrible! I can hardly believe
it,"
She is reported to be doing well.
said Captain Itoald Amundsen when
Montano accompanied the body.
he received the Associated
Press
news of the disaster to Captain Scott
FREE LECTURE TONIGHT.
MRS. CLEVELAND
Captain Amundsen
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the and his party.
MRS. PRESTON New Mexico College of Agricultureil- reached here this afternoon from La
Crosse. The captain said he was too
end Mechanic Arts, will deliver an
dazed to speak, but finally said:
on
and
lecture
histrated
Picturesque
Feb. 10. Mrs.
Princeton, X. J
"It is hard to believe this. There
in the assembly
Grover Cleveland and Thomas Pres- - Industrial Xew Mexico
It
room of the high school at 8 o'clock, muBt be some horrible mistake.
ton, were married at 10:30 o'clock this
will ba used to seems incredible that such a large
The
stereoptican
I
morning by President John Grier
show the magnificent scenery and the Party should perish in this way.
of Princeton university in Pros"Correct, correct," was Amundsen's
rich resources of our state on the canpect, the executive residence of the
us, while Dr. Garrison speaks from comment when he was told of Scott's
university. Xo preliminary announce- the
Xo admission will be discovery of the Norwegian flag, left
platform.
ment had been made and the utmost
charged and all are invited to come, by Amundsen. He gave full credit to
in
was
cereobserved
the
simplicity
the report that. Scott had found the
mony. Because of the recent illness BIG OIL INVESTIGATION
pole. He said he was not personally
of Mr. Preston, the wedding was pri-had never
BEGUN IN CHICAGO, acquainted with Scott,
vate, the other guests in addition to
seen nun, dui reierreu to nun as
Chicago, III., Feb. 10. Chicago
the members of the two immediate
became the scene of the nation "fine, brave man."
families being President and Mrs.
London, Feb. 10. Captain Scott's
wide
investigation begun several main
Hibben, Elizabeth Hibben and An
traveling party was to consist
at.
mourns
unueu
tne
otaies
ago oy
drew F. West, dean of Princeton's
ot 1( men besides
himself, while
torney general, to ascertain whether
graduate school.
to
s onev- ng groups of four men each were
i
..:
coniDanv
!m. t- ie .standard
mi
rn,.
UIC u,,uc "u,e
'
SI1K). .
"line
,.
"iretni-- nt rlitWent .t
,.f H, i
and
carried
a
of
gown
bouquet
ney, leaving Scott and four others to
white Killarney roses.
complete the final dash to the pole.
BILL
PASSES
HOUSE,
served!
The wedding breakfast was
This would indicate that some of the
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. A bill
at Prospect immediately after the
of whites members of the party who had been
ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas .lex forbidding
left at the various bases were not inPreston will spend the remainder of with "esroes, Chinese or Japanese in cluded
among the victims of the disthe
llle
of
District
Columbia,
passed
winter
in Florida.
the
aster and that it was they who comu
to
now
todavllouse
the
goes
No announcement cards were sent
municated to
world the
of

FIRST SHOWING OF

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and
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ADE
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GOODS
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SPECIAL SHOWING !
Ladies' Muslin Wear, Laces and
Embroideries.

W. LINDHARDT.

PRICES.

We Are Closing Out ALL WINTER GOODS AT REDUCED

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

i

PHONE 180.

J

I

t

Dress Trimmings, Etc.

Arc-ha-

::::

i

INSURE

WITH

HAVWARI) AND REST CONTENT.

I

:: ::

i

NEW LINE OF

SILKS, SATIN CriARMOUSE, CREPE
METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
WEAR.

FOR EVENING
OUT

WE ARE CLOSING

CALL

ALL WINTER GOODS AT COST

SEE US

.A. 1ST 3D

l

V
&

TRUST CO.

IS

JOSEPH

Does

a General Banking Business

B.

MANAGER,

HAYVVARD,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

N. M.

ixT

iFTrsTETLlSTATO

That the New Year we have I
iust entered maybe for each I

AIID W
I ill
If UK IfCH

:

and every one a Happy New

Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your

New Year Resolution will be
Will Trade Win,
H. C. YONTZ,

;

- j

CAPITAL 850,00000

SIRE.

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE

d

SElllFBROSlMPf
UNITED STATES BANK

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

f

SAN

iSisM

ST.

lib-lie- n

-

j

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAL'GHUN,

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

j

J.

B.

LAMY,

t.

DON DIEGO ADDITION

,

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In Precinct No.

1M

4

v

(South Side)

inter-marriag- e

O W O JP

sen-ou- t,

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
1

!l

San FranriiM St..

ainta r e. New rviMim.

!

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

Next Door

the

jate.

The ceremony was performed
in
the main drawing room of President SCOTT FOUND SOUTH
Hibben's home, the room being deco-- .
POLE, THEN DIED,
rated with an extensive bank of palms
and flowers. Mrs. Cleveland and Mr.
(Continued from page one).
Preston stood at the east end of the
room while the guests were ranged he arrived at the pole on that date
along the opposite side. The serv- - mentioned was definitely known,
Mrs. Scott left London five weeks
ants from the Cleveland household
were also present,
iago for New Zealand to meet her hus- Professor Preston and members of band there,
The last direct word received from
his family, including his father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Pres- - Captain Scott himself was brought
ton of Aurora, N. Y.; his brother-in-law- ,
by the commander of the Terra Nova
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. John from the southern ice regions when
lloppen of South Orange, N. J., and she returned to Akaroa, New Zealand,
his other sister Mrs. Florence Pres- on March 31, last..yeuv The brief
ton Jones of South Orange, on ar- - message was in Captain Scott's own
riving in Princeton went directly- - to hand writing and said:
"I am remaining in the Antarctic
Prospect, where they met Mrs. Cleve- for another winter to continue and
my work."
Captain Scott had shortly before
sent back a report to his base at
IfRAM),
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IHi.m.M.JTtronrfAS
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IMIUin Kid and Uuld metalliAv
ary 3, 1912, he had reached a point
W
'fines, sealed with Blue RiMon.
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ThL till Mlhff. fill nf .n. V
150 miles from the pole and was adlraici;l(. Askfrwriij.i ifcM.TFRS
towards his destination.
vancing
yean, knr.wn as itest, Safest, Always eliJDlt
The dispatch from Oamaru, N. Z.,
SCLT BY PRUfiGISTS FUERYWHtRfc
this morning, show s that in fifteen
days he covered the remaining 150
rdles, having traveled at the rate of
ten miles a day.
KAUNE
H.
GG It was on his return that he- - and
his party were overwhelmed by one
of the terrific blizzards so prevalent
Where Quality Governs the Price in the antarctic region.
Feb. 10. The principal
IxMidon,
and Price the Quality
besides
members of the expedition,
General Scott, were:
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Lieutenant G. K. Evans, R. X., sec-- j
end in command.
Dr. E. A. Wilson, chief of scientific
staff, zoologist and artist.
Lieutenant V, L. A. Campbell, R.
X., leader of the eastern party.
Lieutenant H. L. L. Pennell, R. X,
Will be
magnetic and metereoligal work.
on
goods
Lieutenant H. E. DePrennick, R. X
of
ci the western party.
Lieutenant H. R. Bowers, Royal In
dian Marines.
will
Engineer Lieutenant R. "U". Riley,
R. X.
,
door,
M. L. Levick, R. X., physician and
is
zoologist.
sells QUALITY GOODS
E. Y. Atkinson, R. X., surgeon, bacso
And
teriologist, parasitologist.
F. R. H. Drake, R. X., secretary.
C. H. Meares, in charge of ponies
cheap
and dogs for the western party.
goods do
Captain L. E. G. Oates, Inneskilling
and
dragoons, in charge of ponies
prove economical
dogs.
Dr. G. C. Simpson, physicist of the
western party. "
T. Griffith Taylor, geologist.
E. W. Nelson, biologist of the western party.
D. O. Lillie, biologist.
A. Cherrey Gerrard, zoologist of the
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE western party.
H. G. Ponting, photographer of the
IN THE BEGINNING!
western party.
B. C. Day, motor engineer of the
western party.
W. G. Thompson, geologist of the
western party.
C. S. Wright, chemist of the western
j
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not always
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Boatswain T. Feather, in charge of
s.'edging outtlt.
Boatswain A. Chetham, of the

a.

S. W. Williams,

engineer of the

Ter- -

fate

the expedition.

Tile expedition under Captain Scott
was the best equipped that had ever
been gathered together for such an
adventure.
It sailed from Port dial-- j
mers, near Christ Church, New Zealand, on November 2!i, 11)10. Winter
quarters were established at Camp
Evans.
Provisions for a three years stay
in the ice regions were taken.
SHACKLETON AMAZED.
Xew York, Feb. 10. "I cannot believe it is true.
It is inconceivable
that an expedition as well equipped
as .Captain Scott's could have perished
before a blizzard
Lieutenant Sir Ernest Shackleton,
e
as(the British explorer, and
fociate of Captain Scott, so expressed
himself today, when shown the
patches from Ke Zealand, telling of
rate of Captain Scott and party.
"What I have always feared most'
v as scurvy,'' he added.
"In fact the greatest danger of all
rolar expeditions is scurvy a danger
far greater than any blizzard. One of
Captain Scott's men died some time
ago of scurvy and it possible that
they .were weakened by disease and
fo fell victim to the storm. This is
the only way that I can explain it."
j
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Successful Root and Herb Remedy
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Lynn, .Muss., to produce for woman's
iils the most successful remedy the
world has ever known, and while she
passed to her reward some years ago,
her work among suffering women lb
still carried on by trained assistants
and many tons of roots and herbs
are consumed annually in the maunfacture of the now famous Lydia K.
P.nkham's Vegetable Compound, as
originated by her.
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(or death from sty V 1 OK ft ftf Ptl tor death ftom ordi
2.
Because he responded to the call of his country.
$ 250.00 Paid
cause
the farmers did, when they had "hog sist "Pon my amendment at this time
nary accident
l,.OV.W
Vaic
tor dismemberment
::. liecause lie never forgot a friend or turned his back on an enemy.
Paid for accidental loss
CArt
in the,but I shall vote for the bill, although
A killing by a negro porter in a ki"e." and they sold them
of Bight
or
loss
one hand, one eve
of
finnt.W
I..
Because I was elected by Republicans.
death,
OO Ia,i 'or accidental
flO. Pa'1 for accidental loss of
saloon at Belen and the stabbing to' markets or sometimes, if father spoke ' hope the measure will not pass."
'
2flOn
dismemberment or loss of
one hand, one foot or one
5.
liecause Fall used to be for Colonel Roosevelt.
Whereupon Mr. Hol.t arises, and
death of a nine year old boy by his!1" llle farmers about the spareribs1
eye by travel aociueuu
sight travel by accident,
6.
Because no "light refreshments'' were served at Progressive headWeekly indemnity for total disWeekly indemnity for tots'
playmate of twelve at Santa Rosa,!'1' time they were delivered at thes,!5s:
$10.00 disability
accidental
from travel accident
Injuries
ability
quarters.
M'8,er President, I now move you
are among the crimes on the list for'0001'No
Medical
For
disability
7.
Eiamination Required.
weekly
Indemnity.
Because my critics are a pack of pusillanimous pups.
partial
that
Senate
Bill
abirWe
last
on
sometimes
Number
without
week in New Mexico. Yes, gen-- !
Bo
Can anyone suggest any more reasons?
CAPITAL CITY
dt now pass.
GENERAL AGENTS
Query:
HALL & HALL KOOAf St,BANK
tlemen, by all means
BLDU.
abolish
the;,;'lnS and forget it exists at all, and
n
"r second the motion," Bays Mr.
then
to
mounted
it
some
incident
calls
little
police.
It is understood that the tariff on lemons is to be reduced. They are
mind and you wonder why the deuce ('rampton promptly. Then they pass
handed free to some people now. If they reduce the taritt oil lemons and
A Portales farmer has returned toiou bad not thought of it long before, tf"'e bill.
Mr.
and
a
unless
Underwood
will
drink
lemonade
be
puts
goes
cheap
sugar,
Fortales from his home in Kansas! The letter said they had sparerib
However, that is merely an incident
a tariff on water.
and asserts that he is so glad to getand elderberry pie. You folks who!and is simply a passing illustration
-- ft
WOODY
back that he will never leave again never lived In the east do not knowiU!'ed onIJ' to show that floor leading a
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
The country members of the Ohii. legislature have killed a bill making or
to
is,
a
Minority
after
If
did
that
thankless
something
task
all,
you
pie.
you
effect, according! p"ut elderberry
it a crime to steal an auto. I'robabiy they think that is the only way they to
From
the Portales Herald.
La Salle Restaurant
Even withj would feel just as I do about it. You !pnd a Jb thoroughly unappreciated by
will ever get one.
TAOS
BARRANCA
lle
we
overeven
would
have heard it said,
find your mouth watering
dry farming,
o
minority at times.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Xew Mexico never was half so! it and at night you would dream of a
fetate Senator Isaac Barth was elect- that
North
Meets
Both
South
to
is
about
much
how
accustomed
he
been
who
has
brag
The "t'hap
dinner where they had sparerib andjp(' to the first state legislature from
dry as Kansas.
Telephone II.
Trains.
Bounds
making will be less loquacious now that the income tax amendment has
a slioestring district. He was elected
elderberry pie.
carried.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
A veto, gents, is
-We are getting things nowadays by primarily because
he was tempersomething that a
25
cents.
the
north bound train and arrives at
i
Means,
governor
can
Regular
hang onto a salary bill parcel post. They do ship pie by this amentally and physically adapted to
A Massachusetts legislator proposes to make it unlawful to sell tobacco
'I it becomes necessary,
a position and he has filled It
such
Taoa
at 7 p. m.
for
60c.
Rooms
and
25c
...
box
a
renhim
of
last
Christmas.
Rent,
111.5
have
must
n
cam
wife
His
ul
Ullier
aim
woman.
cigars
given
thereby
...ub.juu,
to a
dering said salary bill inoperative, In- night I dreamed a package came by with high honors to Tiimself and the
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
effective, inefficient,
Inconseijuentiul parcel post, and when we opened it shoestring.
way. Good covered hacks and good
Those Balkans are certainly made of the real stuff, They evidently have and
even incongruous.
His bill, compelling employers to BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
The way to we found it contained sparerib and
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
no intention of letting that Turkey get away.
arrive at the proposition mathema'i-call- elderberry pie and then, just as we pay employes quitting their jobs
o
furnished commercial men to take In
by French Noodle Order, 20o a dish.
is like this: One
New York Chop Suey, 60c the
is
were
Balkan
of
war
in
seems
in
the
the
bill
to
take
the
first
taste
piece
of
that
salary
sight
going
The only peace
plus
surrounding tomm. Wire Embudr
one
veto equals a, which
(Continued o i page seven).
station.
equals 23, it, I woke up. Like so many things In
Turkey that the allies will get.
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to floor lend the;
minority, hut things wore different!
men. i uu naijuiuj u, dwuh- ...ur rmn
unknown, gave a banquet In
honor of the ancestral floor leader and
during the progress of the evening,
some one slipped a little dose of
jpcison into his coffee, that is how it
happens that the great, great, great
grandfather of State Senator Isaac iFe
not
and
I'aiih is buried In Santa
which weakens lungs and
at (.'u hero. Hut, as the state senator,
to
them
observed, politics in New Mexico in
"Jl iters' Consumption".
those days were crude and men did
hings then, that often they regretted.
SCOTT'S EMULSION
But that 'accident to Mr. liarlli's
weak lungs
O.'stinguished ancestor has left a
the
enriches
blood to
and
the
state
senimpression upon
ator from the shoestring district. He
purify them. It overcomes
;has positively declined, during both
and colds and
legislative sessions, to make any after
often
at any legislative
dinner speeches
He too, undertook

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

-

MASONIC.

Montezuma

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

communl-catioFOR RENT A three or ix i m.iu
first Monday house furnished or iiiu'nrnitlied.
of each month at
to ! S. Luwitzki.
Masonic
Hall at
7: no.
FOR SALE Second hand b'.uuy,
K. 11. PAUL, W. M.
iihed only a short time, rubber tiivs.
:chas. E.UNNEY, Secretary.
;automoble seat. Cost $12", will tal.i
ICH.
Call 223 liickox street.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, K. A. M.
Regular
Permanent resident, connected with
convocation
second stale government desires to rent modMonday of each month ern house or cottage close in. Adat Masonic Hall at dress, liox J., Santa Fe New Mexican.
7:30 p. ra.
J'OTMAOEBYTHET5
J. A. MASSIE,
It stands to reason that what will
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
cure must prevent. Don't you owe
Secretary.
bronchitis and pneumonia.
your constitution a little consideration
lanquets.
Hut true to his lineal instincts, he
Fe Commander; before it is too late? If so, try two
Santa
Miners need Scott's Emulsion.
continues to floor lead the minority
No. 1, K. T. Regular weeks tit the famous Ojo Calieute Hot
mid no iniquitous measure slips past
conclave fourth Mon- Springs, New Mexico.
Scott ft Bowne, Bloomfidd, N. J.
the senate without the rotund
day in each month at
sentative from the shoestring district
Masonic Hall at 7:30 ..SALESMAN to sell new education
Irdses up his voice in protest against
p. m.
specialty to school boards. Exclusive
it
WESLEY O. CONNER. JH E. C. territory. No compentilion.
Liberal
Mammy now uses Calumet Baking' Fovvcler instead of sour milk and
But in speaking of C'ubero, N. M., it to a complaint of "Municipal Judge W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
kind, because it is more convenient
soda, or the cheap and big-ca- n
proposition. I'nlon School Furnishing
still is in Valencia county, but it never; Fisher, who was shocked by the
because she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
Company, 1034 W. Van Buren St., Chil as amounted
to much since Mr. chorus girls wearing such scanty
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe cago, 111.
daintier and more uniformly raised that it will keep fresh longer.
de-fection No. 1, 14th
first went to Arizona. Persons n,ent. Sergeant O'Conner said he
Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
gree. Ancient and Ac- going to Cubero are advised to keep had lound nothing immoral about the
and more economical in the end.
ROOMS OR HOUSES.
a sharp lookout.
It is possible to how.
the cheap big-ca- n
kind,
cepted Scottish Rite of
than
Kvr,tT BAKING POW"
Free Masonry meets on
drive past, without seeing the town,
List
your rooms or place your or..,
is
he
reported!
i,0Wever,'
tlljnki
Give Calumet one trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
third Monday of each month at' ders for rooms furnished or unfurtbe
"flint
t,.M
tim
etitro
l,.,i,n
r,
..u,c
you Jon'l git Calumet you Jon' t
return it ami set your money Inick.
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New nished, or houses furnished or unthese girls appear in tights instead Cathedral.
CLOUDCROFT!
IS
Rite furnished for rent or lease with Mrs.
Scottish
Visiting
get the In it.
or
tne punnc morals wuuiu
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
invited to attend. Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin
SNOW COVERED not suffer, while the young women Masons are cordially
Fri EspoiUion, France, March, 1012
World'l Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, 111.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
block. Select list always on hand.
themselves would be in less danger of
Venerable Master. Saves you time and money.
I
unCloudcroft, N. M., Feb. 10. A heavy contracting pneumonia, which
H. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.
'snow fell in Cloudcroft and vicinity derstand is prevalent just now."
TYPEWRITERS
It was so ordered.
': hursday night.
In Cloudcroft it is
B. P. O. E.
adjusteo and repaired. New
about seven inches deep. The storm
Santa Fe LodseNo Cleaned, furnished.
Ribbons and supIs general through this section, but
P. O. E. platens
460, B.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
is not severe. ' It was clear in Cloud-- j
holds its regular and
rented. Standard makes handled.
croft Friday morning and the sun was
session on the sec- All
work and typewriters guar- repair
MONTEZUMA.
was
a
There
fourth' fltlfpp.l
ond
light
and
chining brightly.
TTv.
Rmilii Va IVrujuri,.i.
snow in Cloudcroft Wednesday night.
O. J. Hardin. Albuquerque.
Wednesday cf each ch
phone
'
One of the largest real estate deals
V i '
R. E. Currey, St. liuis.
inF
month.
i
In this section lately, one that invol
N. Eisenloid, Denver.
brothers are invil-ves several thousand dollars, was reed and welcome
D. J. Luntsi'ord, Knoxville, 'iViui.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
n
You don't save money when uou buy cheap or
baking poreder. Don't be mislead. Buy Calumet.
There were several
F, M. Anthony and wife, Gavy. S FRANK T. BLANDY,
cently closed.
It's more economical more wholesome gives best results. Calumet is far superior to sour milk and soda.
Exalted Ruler,
turtles in the deal and several trans- P.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
fers were made. Charles Bonnell and
P M. A. LIENAU,
E. B. C'ollister and wife, CI eland,
Fiank Bonnell, his brother, bought of Cdiio.
Secretary
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
L. L. Goss two places in Cox Canyon,
Thomas E. Young, Chi. .,'..
City Attorney.
harness and other articles. Roswell Charles Bonnell then deeded his resiCamD
Santa Fe
J. L. Wilson, Denver.
Capital City Bank Building,
Record,
M. W. a
dence in Cloudcroft to Mrs. M. E.
13514,
E. J. Ritter, Pueblo, Cobnulo.
Rooms
l
meets second TuesBoren. Mrs. Boren deeded a piece of
John Sullivan, City.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
SAN MARCIAL, TOO.
farm property near Cloudcroft
day each month, soG. A. Richardson, Rosw ll.
to
cial meeting third
At the regular meeting of the Com- Mrs. Goss, wife of L. L. Goss.
,1. F. Boyer and wife, Ch.ni'a.
G. W. PRICHARD,
at Firemercial club last .Monday evening a
The press that Thomas Daniels reTuesday
J. A. Smith, Trinidad.
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
to
build
the
Visit
INEXPLICABLE.
cash register.
Hall.
man's
Entrance
James Dcyiglas, City.
representative gathering of our citi- cently ordered for Cloudcroft arrived
in a'l the District Courts
Practices
the
The question of Friday and Mr. Daniels will possibly
ing was gained by breaking the glass zens were present.
Judge Moore has not entered
Jno. W. Marmelter, City.
ing neighbors welcome.
and gives special attention to cases
A. O. WHITTIER, Consul.
livery business, but did have a nice in the front door.
F. S. Black mar, Espanoli.
incorporating under a village form of get out the first issue of a Cloudcroft
before the Slate Supreme Court.
Clerk.
E.
P.
A.
ROBINSON,
rubber tired rig, shaftless, hung up
the
was
end
of next week.
lives in another government
Mr. Thompson
Robert Follansbee, Denvei
thoroughly threshed weekly
Ofllce: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
on his cement hitching post one building back of the store and knew out and it was decided that owing to
The snow storm continued through
E. C. de Baca, Las Vegas
ODD FELLOWS,
Clarence Pierce, City.
r.iorning this week. We saw it there nothing of the burglary until he was the expense entailed
this !ut the day Friday and into the night,
through
HARRY D. MOULTON,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
at 2 o'clock a. m., as we went home. called about 3:30 Sunday morning by procedure and the inability to raise The snow is heavier at Cloudcroft
Las
duces.
Flint,
Crip
Attorney-at-Law- .
Fe
Santa
Lodge
Whose was it, the cause and details
than
in
sufficient
to
funds
Mitch
same
other
of
surround-cunoticed
from
sections
the
maintain
the
Clancy, City.
passing by, who
Santa
meets
Fe, Nw Mexico.
regularlt
are unknown, but was not likely from broken glass. He estimates his loss at
L.
taxable property (the assessed ig country.
John
Sullivan, City.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
A. H. Clancy, City.
He says valuable being high enough already
t'.riving with one hand; though the rbout. one hundred dollars.
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth- Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty
A. L. Johnson, City.
NEW BULL MOOSE SENATOR.
away. Tucumcari tnere were a number of tramps around without adding other bonded indebt-tha- t
judge's wife is
erg always welcome.
News.
A.
to
Otto
to
we
St.
as
continue
town
and
are.
of
Meyer,
it)
Joseph.
part
Saturday
. Chas. R. Eatley,
Chas. F. Easley,
F. M. Edwards and wife, Water
Our club expects to look after all
poses some members of the fraternity
& EASLEY,
EASLEY
UNION
AMERICA,
FRATERNAL
OF
BEES O. K.
V.
town, N.
needed the clothing and had not the the interests of San Marcial, and from
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
Lodge No. 25i, holds its regular
Pecos valley bees successfully wea- necessary coin of the realm to invest. the calibre of the men who compose
John H. Sargent, El Rito.
Practice in the Courts aud lefort
meeting on the first Thursday of each
C. .1. Smith, Colorado Springs.
thered the recent cold spell, accordthis body it will be thoroughly taken
Belen News.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m Land Department.
cure of. These meetings have been a
ing to bee keepers in Eddy . and
George Hoffman, Belen.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Land 6,.ants and tit,S examined,
Most of the bee
C.
Chaves counties.
F.
source of enlightenment on varioui
Shellhart, Albuquerque.
CASE DISMISSED.
C0me.
Santa Fe. N M.. branch O lire tTat&B- 6ta.nds are in fine condition and will
T.
B.
.
Waha,
the
betterment
Albuquerque
problems
concerning
BENITO ALARID, President.
On Tuesday, February 4, the case ol
Al Mathews, Alhuquerque.
make much sweetness this season,
cia, N. M.
c
waa f this town and a means of our citi
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
As to peaches, some claim they are the State vs. Cordalia Brawley
E.
Bernalillo.
zens
Lucero,
with
better
getting
acquainted
held at Otto before Justice of the
M. Martinez, Bernalillo.
M. J. McGUINNESS
hurt, and others say they are not Peace Otto
F. W. FARMER
Goetz. On Friday of last each other.
'
effected. As there is some very good
Attorney-at-LaA
to
is
No.
extended
invitation
cordial
Homestead
week Mr. Hildreth, the complaining
Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
peach authorities on both sides, Th? v
EUROPEAN.
not
r
who
are
citizens
members
2879, BrotherhNews passes the question up to i'S itness, swore out a warrant for theja"
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. JI.
John Bleneie, Deming.
ood of Ameridefendant, who is his niece and kept to come and join them in their good
leaders to settle for themselves.
John
Meriwether
for
work
a
can
San
and
Yoemen.
better
athouse
on
for
greater
of
the
him,
charge
News.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt.-TISEA. J. Cannon, Taiban.
Meets first FrThe Marcial. San Marcial Standard.
tempted murder by poisoning.
M.
C.
de
Baca.
Bernalillo.
iday of the
plaintiff was represented by C. W.
TWO FAKIRS.
Tell your story to
i
Horace Harper, El Paso.
month at the
Chief of Police Ben Coles came up- - risk, while the citizens of Moriarty BIOGRAPHIES
2,000,000
Readers
Alfred Montoya, Pena Blanca.
Hall.
Firemen's
on two foreign looking men
whol"
Twelve Dollars.
E. T. Montoya, Pena Blanca.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
COMMON GINK
claimed to be priests. They seemed Ays' of Estanc.a, to defend the
We will place your
advertise,
A.
S.
Cor.
Sec.
David
Gonzales.
Colo.
Goldsmith,
Antonito,
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Suni) be trying to sell something. The pl After tlle
from
men were informed that they must
testimony of Mr. Hildreth
page six.)
(Continued
Deday issue, for $12 per insertion.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
CORONADO.
rave a license. Claiming that this is was ,aken and tllere being no other
scriptive circular FREE.
Taos.
Enrique
Gonzales,
witnesses
for the state, Attorney check of even date or in real money,
a free country, the started to argue
J. A. Salazar, Taos.
Department of the Interior, U. S. THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
the question. It didn't take Coles layers moved that the case be dis is one of the classics of the last two
THOMAS STERLING, of South
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb-- :
Julian
Taos.
AGENCY,
Cordova,
stssions. It has, however, thus far, Dakota, who succeeds Senator Gaml.'le W. A.
long to convince them they were missed for want of evidence.
Taos, New Mexico.
Williams, Venus.
ruary 1, 1913.
are
But
to
failed
there
many
pass.
wrong, and, realizing the facts of the
in the United States senate, is a supJudge Goetz, after hearing the arguEd E. Gallegos, Las Vegas.
X'nlipA ia Tierohv frlvan that Pave,
case, they moved along as soon as ments of the counsel, dismissed the meritorious measures in the same fix porter of T.
elected by Bull Moose
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Carolina Gallegos, Las Vegas.
of La Jara, N. M., who, on
Gurule,
possible. Several times within the case and placed the costs on the coun- whereas, as the state senator so often votes. He has been dean of the law
Dentist.
June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry,
Goke, Las Vegas.
Henry
fast three years men In clerical garb ty. When the decision was announced has said, many iniquitous and wicked school in the state uiversity at Vermil
Willie A. Goke, Las Vegas.
No. 013G1S, for SW
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Section 16,
have canvassed Las Vegas. Some of l,e spectators broke out into a cheer measures have slipped by.
lien.
P. R. Sandoval, City,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Townish 22 N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.
them are said to have been imposters. onJ handclapping.
State Senator Barth was bom at
Moriarty MessenManuel Sanchez, Burley.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- - Phone Red 6.
-- Las
per.
Cubero, Valencia county, February 5,
Vegas Optic.
Office Hour 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Jose M. Jaramillo, Burley.
ticn to make five year proof, to esTO BE
tS7(i, and celebrated that event here
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
And by Appointment.
tablish claim to the land above dein Santa Fe a few days ago by getting
NEW SPORT.
PUT IN DEMING Manuel Duran, Black Lake.
RAISE POPCORN.
scribed, before Charles W. Holman,
home to dinner on time, much to the
Roman Tenorio, City,
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
ts
the
latest
Stealing
With popcorn so popular an artipigeons
He
wife.
his
of
attended
io, 1913.
N. JL, r'eb.
10. Frank
DIAZ,
cle of consumption as it Is, there is pranks of the thiefs of the city ac- surprise
Deming,
school at St. Michael's college, Santa
A WORD WITH WOMEN.
Claimant
names
as witnesses:
no farm In any portion of this belt cording to Weatherman Wright, who
Mynser, manager of the Deming Ice
Office
learned
and
later
about
202
Water
Hours,
Ho 3 P. M
something
fe,
SI.,
Nicolas Gutierrez. Trinidad
Duran.
& Electric company, has received a
that should not grow a patch to sup- bas lost about 100 fine birds within law at Grand
He
Rapids, Michigan.
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tlie
Advice
IJuan
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New
last
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The
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Duran,
needs.
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W
Mexican
office
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220
head
of
from
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days.
the
M.;
Jara,
Popcorn
family
biggest
Office,
ply
admits both charges. He went to law telegram
Phones J Residence,
Readers
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
do well on any land that produces a was made by the thiefs last night
Federal Light & Traction company
9 J
Hav
when they got away with about 90 of school at Indiapaolis, Indiana.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
that Charles S. Johan, comgood crop of corn.
ing secured a thorough knowledge of stating
Many a woman endures Tvith nobli
Work. Portable Coils to be
Register.
It should be cultivated and cared the pigeons from Mr. Wright's prop- h(,w to defend a corporation or a mercial manager and assistant engi'
neer of the company will be here patience the daily misery of backache,
for in the same general manner as erty.
in
in
court
the
at patient's home.
used
the
any
land,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Just what is being done with the burglar
about the 20th of this month with new pains about tne hips, blue, nervous
torn, though it may be planted more
hied him back to the
student
young
dizziness
and
spells,
has
of
disornot
been
ihe
learned
pigeons
Interior.
Department
yet
feim of contract for power users. He
urinary
by vest and took
closely. It ripens in about 100 days,
up his abode in VaL7. S. Land Office fit.
Santa Fe, N. M.
C. C. GUNTER, M. D.
.and it should be shocked as soon as Mr. Wright and the officers, although lencia and Socorro counties. He be- will also have plans for improvement dera, hopeless of relief because she
doesn't
know
is
what
the matter.
Jan. 10. 1913.
ripe, so that it will dry out well be- it is understood that good clues have came a cowboy and It was the idle oi the station and for extension of the
Physician and Surgeon.
It is not true that every pain in
Notice is hereby given that Ferlines to supply farms adjacent to the
fore husking. It will product from 50 been found. Other pigeon fanciers life of the
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
him
that
such
'
plains
gave
N.
lines. This company and C. tile back or hips is trouble "peculiai nando Gonzales, of Pecos,
M., attended promptly day or night.
to 60 bushels of ears with a good are also minus a few birds, despite a
present
roBut
of
the
to the sex." Often when the kidneys who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home-- !
tiring
rotundity.
9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4
Office Hours:
stand, and this will fetchc from $1 to the fact that the; are keeping locks mantic life of the cowcamp, he went B Miesse are endeavoring to come to
get
congested and inflamed,
on their coops.
such stead Entry No. 07110, for NW
an
$2 per bushel. Portales Herald.
the
concerning
agreement
p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.
supplyto Arizona where he was finally placand
Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
pains follow.
During the last few weeks a consid-eiabl- ed in the
of electric power for Deming to aches
job of district attorney of ing
You can tell it is kid ey trouble 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- Albino Baca, of Galisteo. N. M Ne
amount of egg stealing has
the properties of the Alfalfa t'aims
BURGLARS IN BELEN.
At this point, in JusApache
county.
Last Saturday night burglars enter- been reported in various sections of tice to State Senator
company, ten miles east of Dimiiig. if the secretions are dark colored and tice of intention to make five year tor Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Barth, be it said, In case this
contain sediment; the passages are proof, to establish claim to the land Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
ed the Thompson Gents' Furnishing the city and three boys who were tl.at when
agreement is reached,
to
he left
Don't ex- - above
before
described,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register
rtore and succeeded in making their caught have confessed to doing some in New Mexico heArizona
it will mean the spending of about too frequent or scanty.
did so of his own
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
them to get well alone.
pect
These boys have
with some articles of wear o! the stealing.
in
addition
$400,000
electrical
Register.
equiptree will and not because he was ac
Doan's kidney pills have won the Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 13, 1913.
sentence for cused of
ment and transmission line.
ing apparel and a small amount of been under suspended
or
crime
misdehigh
Claimant names as witnesses:
of thousands of women. They
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
change which had been left in the some time for the theft of saddles and meanor. any he was not
The Luna county road board con- praise
True,
are endorsed
at home Read this
of the Interior,
Encarnacion
Antonio
Gonzales,
Department
C.
Bedi-cheof
Dr.
R.
"You may state for. me," said State sisting
Hoffman, R.
Santa Fe woman's convincing state-- Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
U. S. Land Office at Santa Ve, X. M.
and G. M. Sadler will leave early
Senator Barth to the Common Gink,
ment:
Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
January 28, 1913.
a he hurriedly perused a copy of the Tuesday morning for a tour of inspecMrs. Bernarda R. de Escuerdo. 100
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Notice is hereby given that
Tombstone Epitaph, "that I left Ari- tion of roads in the southern part of Griffin St., Santa Fe, N.
Pino de Alarid, heir of Joes
Mex., says:
Register.
zona a free man not because cattle the county. The board will have a ''I have
as high an opinion of
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
just
in
Columbus
for the purpose Doan's
stealing was any less profitable then, meeting
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Kidney Pills today as when
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homethan in the bygone days. It is Just as of ascertaining from the citizens of I publicly recommended them In Jan- stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
Nature never Intended woman to be delicate, ailing, or a sufferer from
profitable, I understand, but not as that vicinity the needs of the roads uary, 1907. For about a year I was
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
Women in middle age complain of "hot flashes."
"nerves."
Department of the Interior, U. S. SW
Many
there.
popular. However, that has nothing
women suffer needlessly from girlhood to womanhood, and from mothbothered by dull ache and weakness Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Janu N
Section
NW
SW
NW
to do with why is a legislator from a
erhood to middle life, with backache, or headache, dizziness, faintness, or
across my loins and kidneys. I tired ;ary 14th, 1913.
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
bearing-dowsensations. For a permanent relief from these distressing
e
shoestring district."
easily and any exertion brought on ' Notice is hereby given that Juan p- - Meridian, has filed notice of
BROILERS
.
Mr. Barth is Irish by marriage, the
symptoms nothing is so good as
pains in my back.
Hearing Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on tion to make five year proof, to
been
lady's former naming having
ARE TOLD THE V
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, January 14th, 1908, made Homestead tablish claim to the land above de--I
DR. PIERCE'S
Miss Chessie Dennis. Outside of that
was induced to try them. The re- - Entry No. 05420, for N
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
NE
MUST DON
he is also a Democrat.
The state
suits proved beyond a doubt that NE
Sec-- ' V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
NW
SW
NE
S'.nator still owns mercantile and
this remedy lives up to representa- - tion 9, Township 10 N., Range 12 E., on the 10th day of March, 1913.
interests in Arizona, or did the Chicago, 111., Feb. 10. The bare- Hons.
The cure it has brought has N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice. Claimant names as witnesses:
The "Favorite Prescription"
at a soothing and strengthening nerIs known everywhere and for over 40 years as
lliist time he heard from his manager legged "Broilers'' of "The Passing led me to praise it on more than of intention to make Five Year proof,
vine allays and subdues nervous excitability,
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Leyla,
the standard remedy for the diseases of
Show of 1912" have been rescued one occasion."
irritability, nervous exhaustion, and other
tl ere.
to establish claim to the land above N. M., Antonio Villanueva,
women. Your dealer in medicines sells it in
Agustin
distressing symptoms commonly attendant
50
send
or
or
tablet form; you can
liquid
The State Senator comes from a from the danger of catching cold when
For sale by all dealers. Price 5i described,, before Register and Re- Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
upon functional and organic diseases of the
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's
n
MANUEL R. OTERO,
feminine organs. II induces refreshing sleep
Address Or.
Favorite Prescription tablets.
long line of prominent ancestors. His doing their nightly dance on the cents.
Co., Buffalo, ceiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
Pierce, Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo. N. Y.
and reilevet mental anxiety and despondency.
great, great, great grandfather was so draughty stage of the Garrlck theatre. New York, iJole agents for the United N. M.. on the 21st day of February,
Register.
1913.
Jeremiah O'Conner, sergeant
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
States.
prominent that he was likewise electsi Boweia. ajtsgpsveoatatt, xsay
and' censor of Chicago's dramatic
ed to the legislature, away back In
Renicmber She name Doan's and
Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
Claimant names as witnesses:
those dim and misty territorial days. morels, visit ?d Jhe theatre In response! take no other.
I Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N.'M.;iif you vJsuit auick returns.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
WITH WILD SCRAMBLE
HOUSE WADES INTO THE
COUNTY SALARIES BILL.

BILLS
LIKELY TO PASS.
Trenton, X. J., Feb. 10. Although
attorneys for various corporations!
(Continued from page one!.
have been pleading for changes in the
t
bills now before the
assessed valuation of over four
ijrtjveriiur w lilion dollars jh x.imti.u nf flio firfltl soon ucioej
Baid today he believed the meas-class.
ules would pass without essential
'J hose having in said
year an as- amendment.
of
and
two
sessed valuation
The governor and Democratic memr.illion dollars and over, and under bers of the legislature will confer to- four million dollars, as counties of
lie second class.
Those having in said year an i
ssed valuation or one and
million dollars and under
f
million dollars, as
two and
c unties of the third class.
Those having in said year an assessed valuation of one million dollars and under one and
million dollars as counties of the
fourth class.

Also full line of PRINCESS
THE WEATHER.
FLOSS in
M
Feb. 10 For
Santa Fe,
Xew .Mexico:
colors for use in working tne new
llydrographers from two states are They are: John unit. Hugh Ramsay,
Generally cloudy
and
with local snow tonight
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS, Ill session today at the otlice of State II. K. Van Sickle, George W. MoCan
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS, Kuglneer Kronen in the eapitol in re-- j and L. .T. Smith.
Tuesday.
MADE.
REPORTS
etc., which are the late designs just spouse to a call for a
his conference with
The conference is briug-- i
Following
meeting."
received.
ing out a discussion of the methods attorneys representing some big 'lum
IN TtLEPHONING
wlneli,. .Mills
The New Mexican, if your business!
aim praeuees uoveiiuiiu uie uuik ui her interests annum!
stream gauging;. Among those who were brought by Ormsliy MeHiWgrop- is about advertising, subscriptions or
attended the conference this morn-- . resenting Uncle Sam. Attorney Gen- - job work, please call up "31 W." lf
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
'lug were Robert Kollansbe, division eral Frank W. Clancy statetl today you wish to speak to the editor or give
engineer of the Denver otlice. V. S. thit reports will likely be sent today any news, pleate phone "31 J."
A lime want ad costs but a few geologicul survey; John
Powers, of or tomorrow to the attorney general
cows. The
For Sale 2 horses
cents and brings wonderful results 'Santa Rita; CJ. A. Gray, of this city; jot' the United States. The defend-- j
a Bishops ranch.
of AI-- ; ants, it is said, desire to effect
V. H. W'aha, a forestry official
when published ia the New Mexican
K. of P. Tonight The Knights of
bu(iierciue; K. L. Redding, Santa Rita; compromise.
Try one.
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
Frank OTHien of Durango; V. J.
Pythias will hold a meeting tonight
of this city. Governor McDon-- ;
Miss Manette A. Myers, state' direc-- ; in their hall. All visiting knights are
aid will likely deliver a brief talk to tor of Industrial education, has sent invited to attend.
Those having in said year an
the hydrographers this afternoon.
Step to the Phone and Say it
out a circular letter to city, and coun-- I
AMADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
mil
you need a necessity or lux- sessed valuation of leBS than ona
school superintendents and princi- APPOINTMENTS.
ty
lion dollars, as counties of the fifth
our
can
Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
phone
upon
ury,
you
depend
in
of
which
she
villages,
says:
Governor W. ('. McDonald has nam-- : pals
Zook's class.
Cakes a Specialty,
Pies, Welding Co,
"Kindly give me Information in re- - service and prompt delivery.
ed D. T. Hoskins, of Las Vegas, and
luimiie our Culies,
Kaune (iruwery
The assessed valuation for th year
Pharmacy.
lre:ul unit Itoils.
V. V. McCanna, of Albuquerque, dele-- gard to any industrial work that was
There will be a meeting of the San- 1912 shall be that existing at the time
PHOHE Z46J. 108 OALISTEOST gates to the Fifth International Good carried on in the schools of your city
'
ta Fe Lodge of Perfection, Corpora- f.L the passage of this act.
A New Denver Baker.
Roads congress which meets Febr- during the past year,
cathe2. Upon the basis of the foreat
the
tomorrow
Sec.
tion,
evening
"Which
of
the
following: cooking,
uary 26 in Chicago. He also named A.
at 8 o'clock. All Scottish Rite going classification the annual sal'a. Jones and Frank H. 11. Roberts, of sewing, agriculture and manual dral
Masons
are invited to be present.
aries of the county officers in the sevLas Vegas, and Alvan N. White of training do you consider best suited
Billard will make your abstracts eral counties of the state for the
Santa Fe. delecates to the American to tllfi ewlB and conditions in'- the
terms for which such officers were
right.
.
Federation of Good Roads convention schools of your city?
was
the
40
From
25
to
EGGS FOR HATCHING
are hereby fixed as follows:
degrees
elected,
in
"ilow
teachers
many
your city
meeting at Washington.
In Counties of the First Class,
or town have had any training in range in temperature yesterday and
The governor has appointed L. D.
these subjects, and which of these the humidity was 93 per cent. On
County commissioners, eight huiv
Walters of Lords burg, and L. F. Sales- have they taught success- Saturday the mercury ranged from dred dollars each.
subjects
bery of Demlng, additional members
11 to 42 and the humidity was 84.
collector,
Treasurers and
of the Xew .Mexico mounted police fully?" A
Hear Dr. Garrison's illustrated lec- - $4000; which shall include deputies;
NEW PROFESSION.
force.
room of ,an(i au other expenses except as here- Theearly hatched Chick makes
Charles D. Miller, formerly territo- ture tonight in the assembly
NEW COMPANY.
and Rafter otherwise provided.
on
school
the
high
Picturesque
the Winter Layer
rial engineer of New Mexico, and
Articles of incorporation were Hied
Industrial New Mexico. No admis-- j
Assessor, $4000, which shall include!
in
well
known
Santa
has
Fe,
"FOR
opened sion
in the oflices of the state corporation
FRESH
EGGS
THE TABLE.
No collection taken. 8
ex- charged.
aI1(i all other expenses
an office In Albuquerque
probably o'clock.
commission by the Mimbres Valley
otherwise
providhereinafter
as
cept
the lirst of its kind. Says the AlbuFarmers association, with oflices at
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. eo.
CHAS. A.1WHEEL0N,
querque Journal:
rooms in the city, having
Demlng, naming John C. Watson,
.Mr. Miller has not decided on
a The finest
Sheriffs, $3500.
The company is capitalized
Phone 20U.
electric light, steam heat and baths.
agent.
JI5 Palace Ave
for
nor
to
is
j
title
discuss
he
it,
prone
sheriffs, a total of not to exDeputy
!at. $50,001) divided into 5,000 shares.
loThe
European Hotel, centrally
it. Probably the best name
which
ceed
$1500.
State Progressive Headquarcan now be applied to it is that of cated.
County clerks, fiOOO, which shall i
land engineer." Mr. Mil-- ! ters in the hotel.
"consulting
4
Dr. W. E. Garrison elude deputies and all other expenses
This
TTTTTTTl
evening
ler desires to act as agent for those
as hereinafter otherwise prowho wish to settle in New Mexico. will deliver his illustrated lecture, except
vided.
MexBLOOMING PLANTS
His work will be to select land which Picturesque and Industrial New
Probate judge, $S00.
have water at the requisite depth, or ico in the high school assembly room
to which water can be applied at prop-- No admission charged, uo collection
Superintendent of schools, $1S00.
8 o'clock.
The public is invited,
AND FERNS
er cost, land which is free from min-- j at
County surveyor, $10 per day for
eral defects, such as alkali; to look taken. Everything free.
ercli day actually employed under or-- j
Goods
We
Deliver
Whatever
the
after water rights and to generally
ders by the board of county coinmispurchase may be, in whatever
guarantee to the Investor or settler your
sioners. such employment not to exwe'll
section of the city you reside,
that, the land upon which he is desir-- ;
"s a
150 days per annum.
ceed
r? M
will
rN
ons of settling is the right, sort and a deliver to your door. Our service
i
x
In Counties of the Second Class.
Zook's
Pharmacy.
you.
please
4 proper investment.
Mrs. Bridgeman
Dead News has
County commissioners, $000 each.
".Mr. Miller proposes to investigate
received here of the death ol
t lie chemical constituents of soil, look been
collector,
Treasurer and
deputies
The irrigation Mrs. Anna Bridgeman of Buffalo, who $3250, which shall Include
after the drainage.
visited Santa Fe some time ago and and all other expenses except as hereproblems of a legal nature, and all vvas
very popular here. Her daught- inafter otherwise provided,
other matters of import to the prosJ
wile
pective buyer. His idea is to lit the! ei, iwih. hubs iviumiiiu, uie
Assessors, $3250, which shall
of the forest official, Ross McMillen,
to
of
land."
the
buyer
right parcel
deputies and all other expenses
was also Well known here. The fun
as hereinafter otherwise
except
eral of Mrs Bridgeman took place in
CARD OF THANKS.
Buffalo Sunday a week ago.
Sheriff, $3000.
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
I desire to take this opportunity to
TQ EAT
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
sheriffs, a total of not to exDeputy
esCo.
to
all
friends
Abstract
work.
for
and
abstract
my good
express
ceed
$1500.
Horticultural Society The meeting
pecially to the Christian Brothers of
County clerk, $3250, which shall inSt Michael's College and the Sisters of the Horticultural Society which
ex
of Charity my sinceie thanks for all was to be held this evening has been clude deputies and all expenses
the courtesies extended to me during postponed so as to permit the mem- cept as hereinafter otherwise provid-bers to attend the lecture by Presi- en.
the illness and death of my son.
dent Garrison at the high school. The
Trobate judge, $700.
J. V. MONTAXO.
society will meet at 7:30 p. m. to
Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
Superintendent of schools, $1600.
morrow (Tuesday) at the Santa Fe
County Survey, $10 per day for each
office. day actually employed under orders
Water and Light company's
plloneNQ-- 4
li will not pay you to waste your AU those interested
v
are specially
the board of county commission- time writing out your legal form
to be present.
ers. such employment not to exceed
when you can get them already print quested
An up to date market was opened 150 days per annum.
ed at the New Mexican
Printing on Wednesday morning in the Modern
,
Counties of the Third class.
Company.
Grocery. A line of the very best
commissioners, $j00.
County
fresh meats, fish: and poultry will be
collector,
and
Treasurer
so-on
is
hand
and
trade
your
always
which include deputies and all,
licited. The fixtures are ordered and
are on the way. They will be of thei0'her expenses except as hereinafter
most modern and sanitary style and otherwise provided,
Assessor, $2300, which shall include
will assist in making the Modern
exGrocery the logical place to do your deputies and all other expenses
cept as hereinafter otherwise providshopping.
Heard Over the Phone Many aa ed.
order "is heard over the phone" at
Sheriff, $2000.
our store. It is one of the ways in
Deputy sheriffs, a total of not to
folks enjoy purchasing quality Jceed $1000.
County clerk, $2500, which shall
drug store goods from us. ZooU's
dude
deputies and all other expenses
VMr. Tafoya Dead Manuel B. Apo-- j except as hereinafter otherwise
well known merchant of this vided.
Probate judge $400.
city received the sad tidings of the
Mack Tafoya
death of his nephew
Superintendent of schools, $1500.
which occurred in Tucumcari Sunday
County surveyor, $10 per day for;
under!
night. He was 34 years old and each day actually employed
leaves a widow and four children. The orders by the board of county com- funeral will take place in Tucumcari misisoners, such employment not to
Mrs. M. B. Apodaca and exceed 75 days per annum.
Thursday.
the three brothers of Mrs. Tafoya left
In Counties of the Fourth Class,
this morning to attend the funeral.
County commissioners, $400.
will leave
Mr. Manuel B. Apodaqa
Treasurer and
collector,
Wednesday.
$2000, which shall include
deputies
and all other expenses except as hereinafter otherwise provided.
Assessor, $2000, which shall include
deputies and all other expenses ex-colors.
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MISS A. MUGLER
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morrow.

will
Tho governor
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DECREASE IN TONNAGE
Xew York, Feb. in. The unfilled
tonnage of the United States Steel
v.ui yn uimui iu .jauutiij ol, luiuill'u t,
a decrease of 104 "'lb
827,368 tons,
tons over tho previous month. Th.i
i.3 the first time in ten months; ih.it
hi? item has failed to show an
I
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as-s-

three-f'lirth-

s

one-hal-

three-fourth-

SANITARY BAKERY.

WeWantaMan

s

to increase our sales in this town;
a man who knows something
about wholesaling newspapers

-

V

or periodicals; a man who can get newsdealers and druggists to display The
.Saturday Evening Post, The Ladies'
Home Journal and The Country Gentleman, find boys to push the sales and
train them to obtain regular customers.

j

j

S,C. Buff Orpingtons

'

FOB

,

$2.00. 3 EGGS

There

j

is a

good-payin-

business right

g

here for some one.

1

Write at once to

The Curtis Publishing Company

j

Sales Division,

District No.

2

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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j
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

m

F. ANDREWS
Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,

AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable I

1

Bakery Goods.

PhoneNo.4

ANDREWS

E

WATCHES

iui

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

re-;t-

HOUSE CLEANING
TIME WILL SOON BE HERE

j

m

m essdyLs---

1

.

pkii

III)!

.NKffli

pro-dac- a

GLOVER SAYS HE
WAS MISQUOTED

MfppjBSi,tKf

si

Globe-Wernic- ke

New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.
en

ctpt as hereinafter otherwise

& Supply Co,

-

provid-

Lead, S. Dak, Feb. 10. When told
Sheriff, $1S00.
today that his attorneys were sur- Deputy sheriffs, a total of not to ex- his
prised that he "had repudiated
cce(j
pyeement to end the litigation" in County clerk S2000. which shall in- the famous contest over the will of elude deputies and all other expenses
his late mother, Mrs. Mary Baker G.jaa hereiuafter otherwise
provided.
.

i

jq

'

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually rilled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Nor, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. This is the
idea.

Santa.Fe Hardware

ed.

denied that he had said he would con
tinue the suit at ail hazards and said
today:
' I was not sure and was
waiting
for word from the east. If the case is
satisfactorily settled, I shall do no
more. I have instructed my attorneys that it is entirely in their hands.
II was misquoted."

GNCE

BRIGHTEN UP WITH SUNSHINE!

1

Probate judge,
Superintendent

$400
of schools,

$1400.

County surveyor, $lo per day for
each day actually employed under orders by the board of county commissioners, such employment not to ex- I
ceed 75 days per annum.
In Counties of the Fifth Class.
County commissioners, $;;0O each.
Treasurer and
collector,
!$1250, which shall include
deputies
FELIX DIAZ SUCCEEDS
and all other expenses except as hereMADERO ACCORDING TO
REPORTS FROM MEXICO. inafter otherwise ptovided.
Assessor, $1200, which shall .include
deputies and all other expenses except
(Continued from page one).
jas hereinafter otherwise provided.
Sheriff, $1000.
line was opened today and it is exDeputy sheriffs, a total of not to
pected Americans who have been un$500.
able to leave Chihuahua and other
County clerk, $2000, which shall in-- ! J
points in northern Mexico, will leave
dude deputies and all other expenses
at the first opportunity.
except as hereinafter otherwise pro-- ; 2
TRAIN STOPPED.
10. Passen- vided.
Laredo, Texas, Feb.
Probate judge, $300.
gers on a through train from Mexico
Superintendent of schools, $1200.
today reported having been stopped
County surveyor, $10 per day for
three times en route by rebels, one
each day actually employed under orof the travelers was robbed.
At San Luis Potosi, Saltlllo, Mon- ders by the board of county commisterey, Tampico and Torreon, there sioners, such employment not to ex- 2
had been no insurrecto outbreaks up ceed 50 days per annum.
The house this afternoon continued
to noon. It was Bald there would be
no rail communication out of Mexico to wrangle over the county salaries
"telebill, making some headway in comfor several days. The federal
to- mittee of the whole but
developing
graph system was
:.
more friction as the work progressed,
day..
; -,

THE MAN

J

j

C

WHO

Jayj

KNOWS!

Ah, They're Here!
HE SHOUTS.
Shoes for Men in all the
Walks of Life I Snappy
Models in Dull or Bright

Leathers, and in Tans
the Swell Dressers,

for

$5.00, $5.50
"

AND

d

$6.00

Comfort Shoes with
wide toes and broad
heels and good
for the

E

Shoe-maki-

BUSINESS

j $3.00,

urge

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50

ng

MAN!

and $5.00

There's not a Man with a Shoe Want we can't satisfy
IN BOTH STYLE AND PRICE.

I'S'lPFLUEGER'SlS

